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WSU may soon convert to "Laptop U"
By Lori Oliver
News Reporter
On Monday and Tuesday Winona
State University Student Senate sponsored a laptop computer forum in
Somsen Auditorium.
The sole purpose of the forum was
to inform, and to clear up a few questions that students may have about
the proposed laptop university system.
Student senator Bob Walschied
began the forum with some general
information about the laptop university and introduced the people on the
panel.
The panel included Director of
Computer Information Services Dan
Pecarino; Dave Gresham; Richard
Bazillion; Kathryn Gudmundson;
Carol Braun; Student Senate President Ryan Kulikowski; Faculty Senate President Dr. Alex Yard; Financial Analyst for Academic Affairs
Scott Ellinghuysen and Financial Aid

Consultant Greg Peterson.
Under the laptop university, students would be required to lease a
laptop computer from the university.
Three main phases are involved in
this process. The first phase is to
integrate multi-media software into
college courses through the use of
notebook computers, or laptops.
The second phase is the acquisition of these notebook computers by
students to use on a regular basis.
However this will only be required
for certain majors, including marketing, management information systems, computer science and nursing,
to name a few.
The third and final phase of the
laptop university is to integrate everyone-from faculty to students-to
laptop computers. This will mean
that students-no matter what their
major may be-will be required to
lease a laptop computer through the
university.
The lease for the laptops will last
three years, and the student has the

option to buy the laptop before the the students' tution bill. The univerlease is up or at the time when the sity is concerned about students deciding to leave the university because
lease expires.
Incoming freshman will lease on a they can't afford to pay the extra
three-year period, and the lease will money for the laptops.
The university is discussing this
roll over into the fourth year.
The university is currently atphase problem with the financial aid office.
one, but would like to be at phase The idea was to try and set up grants
for students who can't afford to pay
three by the fall of 2000.
The benefits of this system are 24- for the laptops without financial aid,
hour access to the computer network, but students may not receive the fiwhether it be for word processing or nancial aid they need and decide to
leave, just because they cannot afinternet use.
There will be mobility of the ford to stay.
This, however, may open the door
laptops from one location to another
for
students who are looking at
and space for these laptops in classschools that have technological benrooms, as well on a students' desk.
The laptops will be upgraded, and efits such as this. Even though
the student will have total possession Winona State may lose some stuof the laptop. Another benefit of this dents, they may also gain some stusystem is that the laptop is under dents from the technological advantage.
guaranteed service.
The university will continue to
There are many positives to this
system, but there is also one major upgrade the laptops as much as possible to keep everyone up to date.
negative.
The university has plenty of inforThe yearly cost to students may be
$1,040, which would be added on to mation to pass on to students about

the laptop university, but they do not
have all of the answers. Answers
won't be guaranteed until the university actually begins the process of
converting WSU to a laptop university.
Senate has not yet taken a stance
on the issue of converting WSU into
a laptop university.
"I think there's a lot of concerned
people," Kulikowski said.
Kulikowski thinks the idea has a
lot of merit to it, but he and the other
senators would be swayed against the
idea if a number of the students reject
to it.
"If senate opposed this it would
carry weight," Kulikowski said.
If you attended the meeting, and
are unclear about things, or just have
a few questions, you can call the
Student Senate at 457-5316. They
will be happy to answer any questions that you may have.

Winona Mall adds
two new stores
By Steve Santek
News Reporter
If you have been at the Winona
Mall recently, you may have noticed
that the Mall has expanded just in
time for Christmas.
Two new stores have moved into
the mall, a Nascar collectibles shop
and the Stage department store.
Tara Biever, Stage store manager,
said the recent grand opening went
very well.
"The mall has very good unity and
so far there has been a positive response," Biever said.
Five of the current stores in the
I mall moved into the old Midtown
foods area, including Gregory's
Hallmark, which acquired about
1,100 additional square feet.
Midtown foods has moved until

they open their new store.
The store is expanding from
25,000 feet to over 44,000 square
feet. The new larger space will incorporate an expanded bakery, produce,
natural foods and video department.
Midtown hopes to be back in the mall
before the beginning of the new year.
Some stores are not doing well
with the current situation.
"I can't wait for Midtown Foods
to return so that business will pick up
on the weekends again," said Becky
Bathke-Manke, Machine Shed manager.
Customers at the Winona Mall
seem to really enjoy the new shopping experience.
Nikki Portolos, junior at Winona
State University, said "with the size
and expansion, it's worth the trip
across town."

Todd Martin/Photo Editor

The November grand opening of the Stage store in the Winona Mall went very well.

Boardwalk Tanning re-opens, expands after fire
able to customers to advise customers on personal training needs.
Hearon, who also had the busiThe owner of Boardwalk Tanning ness completely cleaned and re-carin downtown Winona has invested peted after the fire, utilized approximore than $25,000 in his business to mately 4,200 square feet of space for
make it a complete health center, the addition of the fitness/nutrition
after a fire caused extensive smoke center and juice bar.
damage one year ago.
"Owning a tanning and fitness
Jim Hearon has expanded the center was a dream and goal that I had
business at 71 W. Third St. to become in my last year of college as I mana tannning and fitness/nutrition cen- aged a small three tanning-bed estabter complete with all new free weights, lishment on the Winona State camcable weights, stairmaster, treadmills, pus," Hearon said.
Keeping that vision in mind and
abdominal machines and exercise
bikes to compliment the already ex- with the input of many of his friends
isting tanning salon. Also new are a and customers, Hearon was able to
complete line of nutritional supple- achieve what he calls "Winona's complete health mall."
ments and juice bar.
Hearon thinks that during and afThe Boardwalk has also just hired
Chris Weigel , a National Strength ter the college years adults are the
and Conditioning Association-certi- most stressed out from the pressures
fied personal trainer. Weigel is avail- of college and the workplace, that

By Ryan Hatch
Special to the Winonan

they need a place to go where they
can relieve this stress as well as stay
fit. His business, Hearon says, is a
"one-stop tune-up shop for the body,
mind and soul."
Hearon believes that serving those
mental and physical needs with
excercise equipment, nutritional
supplements and a tanning salon is
the best way for his business to really
reach the students and people of
Winona.
Affordability as well as convenience were also two of Hearon's
goals. Many students at Winona State
University often complain ofan overcrowded weight room and when they
go to the other fitness centers they
cannot afford the rates.
Mike Jensen, Winona State student and a new member at the Boardwalk said, "The facilities at the college are overcrowded and the equip-

ment is outdated, and the rates at the
other places are ridiculous."
The Boardwalk offers a $15 a
month fee for the use of all fitness
equipment and renewal of that membership at the end of the month is not
required of the customer "I offer a
place where students can come and
meet all of their mental and physical
needs, whether it's imagining that
you are in the Bahamas under the
lights of a tanning bed or hitting the
weights to relieve the stress in your
life. And you can quit anytime
whereas the other fitness centers require membership based on the college quarter or semester systems,"
Hearon said .
The YMCA's rates in comparison, were higher than Boardwalk's.
Its rate are $67 for a three-month
quarter to use just the free weights
and basketball courts, however to use

the stairmaster, treadmill, rowing
machine and other aerobic equipment
an additional $26 a quarter is required.
St.Teresa's Tennis and Sports offers a $90 a year membership for fulltime college students and $150 a year
for an adult. Membership is required
for the full year.
Lance Linander, adviser on nutritional supplements for the Boardwalk and former manager at General
Nutrition Center in Winona, handles
much of the all new supplement sales
at the business . Linander and Hearon
emphasize taking supplements to
enhance the personal workout of customers.
One of those supplements the
Boardwalk has just started selling is
called Creatine-Monohydrate. Cre-

See Gym, page 2

Baldwin
too loud
for study
By Agnes Ong
News Reporter
The creaking opening and
closing of doors, the hushed conversations and the disturbance
of large groups are heard frequently by students studying in
Baldwin Lounge in Krysko Corn mons.
Lisa Faye Farr, a junior Computer Information Systems major, studies 30 hours a week in
Baldwin. Since early last year,
she and a few other concerned
students have noticed the increase of "people" traffic in
Baldwin Lounge.
Farr said students walking
through the study area can be
quite loud. "They [some students
walking through Baldwin] were
talking and laughing while others were trying to shut them up,"
Farr said.
Farr studies in Baldwin anytime between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
five days a week. According to
her, the interruptions are especially bad in the midmornings
and afternoons.
Farr especially noted the noise
level of orientation and open
house groups who meet in
Baldwin.
"They are courting the new
students and neglecting the ones
who are studying here," Farr
said."Last quarter was the worst
it has ever been and I have been
here for two years."
Although Baldwin is now a
"quiet" study area, the space was
not originally intended to be a
quiet study area, according to
John Ferden, director of residence life.
"Historically, this building is
designed to hold receptions and
big events," Ferden said. "There
is a lack of space in the library so
students use it [Baldwin] during
the off periods."
Workers in the Student Union
have put up signs around
Baldwin, but it has not helped
the students who are studying
there.
"The doors are propped open
so no one could see them [the
signs]," Farr said.
According to Farr, someone
from the administration once tore
down one of the signs during an
orientation. "That made me
mad," Farr added.
Miranda Behm, a junior advertising major, studies in the
lounge about eight to ten hours a
week, especially during midterms and finals. Behm said is
the faculty and the administration who ignore the "Quiet" signs
posted and not the students.
Behm said students need a
place to study "In the library you
cannot talk. Maybe in the new

See Baldwin, page 2

Consumer Gateway web site open

Todd Martin/Photo Editor

The sun and unseasonable temperatures made December feel like March the last few days.

The first Internet site to provide
"one-stop" access to federal consumer
information resources is ready for
visitors. The site, named, U.S. Consumer Gateway is located at
www.consumer.gov . It offers information by subject, rather than by
federal agency.
Each of the sites' 10 major categories, including Food, Health, Your
Money, Product Safety, and Transportation, has its own subject areas,
allowing consumers to locate and link
to appropriate and late-breaking information quickly and easily. Topics
are cross-linked to encourage and
enhance access.
Among the site features is Scam
Alert, which provides information

about current law enforcement ef- Drug Administration, the National
forts and tips on how to recognize- Highway Traffic Safety Administraand avoid-fraudulent and deceptive tion, and the Securities and Exchange
practices in the marketplace, and Of Commission. The Initiative to deSpecial Interest, timely and new in- velop the U.S. Consumer Gateway at
formation on a variety of topics.
www.consumer.gov was led by the
The web site is a cooperative ef- FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protecfort among federal agencies. Charter tion. As the "host" agency, the FTC
partners include the Consumer Prod- maintains the site server and prouct Safety Commission, the Food and vides all technical support.

Site Features
'Scam Alert Information about current law enforcement efforts and tips on how to avoid and recognize
scams.
•Of Special Interest Timely and new information on
a variety of topics
-

-
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News Briefs
Gymnastics Intra-squad
The gymnastics team will be competing against themselves and
showing off their stuff on Friday, Dec. 19 at 6 p.m. in McCown
Gym. Judges will be scoring the team and explaining how they
allocate points. Z-93 will be providing the music for the meet
and gifts will be given away by Pepsi and other sponsors.
Admission to the intra-squad is free and at the end there is an
opportunity to meet the team. The Gymnastics Intra-sqaud is
the kick off for the season.

Native American Club Holds Annual Potluck
The Native American Heritage and Awareness Club will hold its
annual potluck on Dec. 17 at 5 p.m. in the Green Room of the
Performing Arts Center.
Plans for the 4th annual Traditional Intertribal Powwow will be
discussed before the meal. The powwow will be on May 2 and 3
at Maxwell Field.
Anyone interested in helping with the powwow or wanting to join
the club is encouraged to attend. The meeting is free and open
to the public. Call Brice Wilkinson at 5245 for additional information.

Arts Team Wins Community Quality Award
Members of WSU's Arts Coordination Team were honored by
the Winona Council for Quality with a quality improvement
award at the citywide Community Celebration of Quality on Nov.
20.
The "horizontal" project team included David Bratt, Theatre and
Dance; Tom Grier, Public Information Office; Peter Henderson,
Liberal Arts Dean; Harry Mechell, Music; Don Schmidlapp,
Art; and Sally Sloan, mathematics and statistics team facilitator.
The team was recognized for its report specifying procedures
for campus groups or individuals sponsoring artistic and cultural
events on campus. The team was formed in Nov. 1996, began
holding weekly meetings in December and concluded its work in
April 1997.
Tools used by the team included: established rules of operation,
brainstorming, consensus, fishbone planning diagrams, data
collection and benchmarking.

Giving Tree Benefits Winona Children
The WSU chapter of Golden Key National Honor Society is
once again sponsoring a Christmas Gift Giving Tree for the
benefit of the children at Winona's Headstart program.
A Christmas tree decorated with hearts has been put in the
Smaug. Each heart contains the gender and toy appropriate for
the child.
Bring the gift-wrapped donation to the College of Business in
Somsen 309, by Wednesday. Cash donations to buy toys will
also be appreciated and may be sent to Jan Tollefson, Somsen
309. Make checks payable to the Golden Key National Honor
Society.

Park Featured in Art Gallery
Seho Park is featured in a solo exhibition in the Watkins Gallery
until Jan. 8. Park's exhibition, entitled "Recent Paintings and
Drawings," consists of approximately 50 works done in acrylic
and charcoal.
A reception and artist's talk is sceduled for Jan. 8, at 7 p.m. in
the Gallery. The Watkins Gallery is open weekdays from 7:30
a.m. -4 p.m.

Congressman to speak at Winona State
On Wednesday, Dec. 17 at 4 p.m. in the Purple Rooms, Student Senate will be hosting Congressman Gil Gutknecht.
Congressman Gutknecht is a member of the United States
House of Representatives and represents District 1 of the state
of Minnesota. He will begin by discussing issues such as higher
education, and then will stay for a question and answer period.
This event is open to any students, faculty, administration, etc.
who wish to attend. We hope to see you there.
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Gym
Continued from page 1 just started taking requests from customers who would like to see their
atine, according to Linander, is the own favorite gym equipment at the
most popular supplement on the mar- fitness center. "We don't have all of
ket . It is an all-natural powder-type the answers, so the more feedback we
supplement made from fish and beef get from our customers the better we
in low doses. When taken with water can tend everyone's personal fitness
or juice, Creatine gives extra bursts needs," Linander said.
of energy during anaerobic
Hearon explained that while he
excerciscs.
owns the business it would be useless
"The gains that 8 out of 10 people without the customer. "We want this
get from Creatine is outstanding, they place to be the peoples gym," Hearon
are able to lift more weight and do said.
twice as many repetitions with the
Mark Connelly, WSU senior and
weights, and at the same time it is new member at the Boardwalk, has
legal and it is safe for the body unlike experienced the overcrowding in the
anabolic steroids and other illegal university weightroom and expenproducts." said Linander.
sive rates of the other facilities. He
Many other supplements, such as likes what the Boardwalk has to offer
vitamins, meal replacements, herbs instead. "I like the Boardwalk, there
and antioxidants are also new at the is no waiting to get in, it is very
business as well as a completely affordable and the atmosphere is
stocked cooler with fat-burning great, I especially like being able to
drinks, energy accelerators, mineral listen to my favorite tunes while workwater, pop and shakes.
ing out," Connelly said.
Hearon and Linander have also

Baldwin
Continued from page 1
library they'll have a study area,"
Behm said.
"If I want to do some research I'll
do it in the library," Farr said. "But
for study purposes I'd prefer the
lounge. The library is not conductive
for studying because of the hard chairs
and tables."
A few options are being looked
into for an additional place to study.
"We are looking for alternative
spots to create an international study
area," Ferden said. "The Art Tye
lounge in the student union is one of
the possibilities being looked into.
We are looking into phasing out the
TV in there."
A committee using the user participatory approach in which students,
faculty and administration are involved in the decision-making will
screen the proposal.
"Hilary Hardin [vice president of
student senate] is coordinating the
gathering. There will be focus groups
about what to do with the study
space," Ferden said. "We are thinking of collecting information during
December and January. By the first
of February things will get going .
As with many changes being done
around the university, the question of
money comes into play.
"In all aspects we have to think of
the budget and how much we can
afford," Ferden said. "This building
does not have a huge budget to begin
with."
Ferden said concerns are being
heard and taken into consideration.
•
•
•

Victim coins
poem to
assailant

AP- A robbery victim forced to lie
face down on the ground with a shotgun to his head has penned a poem to
his assailants.
Riley Dotson of Milwaukee tried
to regain some peace of mind by
writing the following:
"To my attackers who robbed me,
I ask you, 'Why?'
"Since this event has happened,
I've been unable to cry
"You've upset my world, and
caused me great pain
"Was it all worth it, my ring, my
watch, twelve bucks, and my credit
cards you gained?"
Dotson, 43, a supervisor in a
manufacturing plant, was robbed
about 7:45 p.m. Oct. 21 as he left the
North Central YMCA, where he had
been working out.
"As I walked to my car, this guy
was running across the street with a
ski mask on and a sawed-off shotgun," Dotson said. "I put my hands
up and started walking toward him so
I could be out in the open."
Dotson, who was still holding his
gym bag and his car keys with his
raised hands, told the youths to take
anything they wanted. One of the
youths told Dotson to get down on
the ground.
"I got on the ground. He had the
gun in the back of my head," Dotson
said. "I was trying to tell him where
my money was at."
The thieves tookDotson's wallet
and $12 from his pocket. Dotson said
he was sure the robbers were going to
kill him.

Neo-Nazi incidents
reported in germany
AP- Chancellor Helmut Kohl
voiced regret Monday about a spate
of reported neo-Nazi incidents involving German soldiers, but rejected
any suggestion that the military is
turning toward extremism.
"These are unacceptable, sometimes sickening events, but they have
nothing to do with the armed forces
as a whole," he told a group of foreign reporters. He said there was "no
sign of infiltration" of the military by
organized neo-Nazis.
A parliamentary panel last week
launched a probe into rightist extremism in the army after a magazine
report forced the military to admit
that convicted neo-Nazi terrorist
Manfred Roeder gave a speech at the
military's main academy in Hamburg in 1995.

The academy even put up Roeder
for the night, Defense Minister Volker
Ruehe said Monday.
The news magazine Der Spiegel
said this week that a student organization including neo-Nazis was invited to a 1990 German unity gathering at the Hamburg academy.
Focus news magazine reported
over the weekend that German peacekeepers in Croatia shouted "Heil
Hitler" during aTarty at their field
hospital last year. The defense ministry said it is investigating.
Kohl said the cases were part of a
wider problem of rightist extremism
in German society. He said he needed
no "remedial lessons" in combating
it.

Most believe aliens to be more
intelligent than human beings
AP- Most Americans believe there
is life on other planets, and most of
those who think that way say life out
there probably is more intelligent than
anything down here on Earth.
Scientists promoting the effort to
detect signals from outer space were
quick to cheer these is-there-intelligent-life-elsewhere findings from a
survey by the Marist Institute for
Public Opinion.
"I'm happy to hear that the mainstream and I have similar views,"
Paul Horowitz, a professor of physics at Harvard who directs a project
that operates a 250-million-channel
receiver listening for signals from
space, said Monday.
"It could be that the American
people are taking two and two and
coming up with four," said Brian
Welch, a spokesman for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The telephone survey of 935 adults
asked, "Do you think there is intelligent life on other planets?"

Sixty percent of the respondents
said yes; 40 percent said no.
Marist researchers then asked
those who said yes if they thought life
on other planets was "more, less, or
about as intelligent as human life on
Earth."
The aliens came out ahead, with
47 percent of those who believe in
life on other plants saying they
thought extraterrestrial life was more
intelligent, 13 percent said less intelligent, and 40 percent said it was
about the same.
By a margin of 86 to 14, people
said they thought galactic neighbors
are friendly rather than hostile.
Despite the positive expectation
of otherwordly life, the survey found
Americans divided on spending for
the space program.
Forty-seven percent said the government was spending too much, 43
percent said funding was about right
and 10 percent said it was too low.
Asked if they thought the space program was a good investment, 45 per-

cent said yes and 55 percent said the
money would be better spent on other
programs.
The survey was conducted Oct. 57, and the results had a margin of
error of 3.5 percentage points.
Broken down by age, people from
18 through 60 were strongly supportive of the idea of life on other planets.
But people older than 60 rejected the
idea by a margin of 67 to 33.
"The subject has moved a lot in
just the last couple of years, said
Louis Friedman, executive director
of the Planetary Society, whose
100,000 members are strong advocates of continuing research into the
possibility of life in outer space.
Horowitz said researchers are
"riding along on this wave of technological innovation." He said that his
project listens on 250 million channels simultaneously. The first serious search for signals from space was
in 1960 and had just one channel, he
said.

Georgia pays for wrong font
AP- To the U.S. Court of Appeals,
using the wrong font is a faux pas.
The state attorney general's office
used the wrong font, or type style, in
its appeal of a personal injury case
filed against the Georgia Department
of Transportation this fall. The court
rejected it and gave the state a chance
to refile, but the second appeal also
had the wrong font.
No more chances, the court said. It
threw out the appeal.
The error cost the state $1 million
and prompted Attorney General
Thurbert Baker to demote his top
assistant.
A court rule specifies that appeals
must be filed in the Courier font _ a
wider font than Times New Roman,
which the attorney general's office
used.
"It's an effort to ... limit the size of
the brief in hopes that the ... parties
will be direct and succinct, to the
point," court clerk William Martin
said Monday.
"There's just so much reading,

people put their eyes out" if the font played there.
is any smaller than Courier, he said.
A lower court awarded Gaines
The state corrected its error on the $2.7 million.
third try, but by then it was too late.
After the state filed its first appeal
The Court of Appeals dismissed the Sept. 5, the appeals court said the
state's appeal Oct. 28.
brief had to be refi led to comply with
William R. Phillips, a longtime its font rule.
friend of Baker who joined the attorThe second appeal was filed Sept.
ney general's office in June, was de- 26. "That brief was essentially the
moted last week to the environmen- same," Martin said.
tal law division. He declined comThe error was noticed by Gaines'
ment Monday.
lawyers, who asked the court to disJeffrey L. Milsteen, head of the miss the case. The state eventually
government services and employment settled with Gaines for S1 million.
law division, replaced Phillips as chief
Martin said the font rule was credeputy attorney general.
ated a couple of years ago after an
The error "shouldn't have hap- attorney _ told that her brief could not
pened. It won't happen again," exceed 30 pages _used a smaller type
Milsteen said Monday.
so she could say more without exThe suit was filed against the DOT ceeding the limit.
by Timothy S. Gaines of Cumming,
"We don't sit around measuring
who suffered a head injury when a the type size and margins. However,
state paving contractor driving under if something comes across a judge's
the influence of alcohol slammed desk ... that jumps out at you, then
into a work site on a ramp to Inter- they notice it," he said.
state 20 near Augusta. Gaines was on
the work site, though he wasn't em-

Video Review
By Randi McLaughlin
Video Critic

Chasing Amy
Rated R
Written and directed
by Kevin Smith
( Clerks, Mallra ts )
Starring: Ben Affleck,
Joey Lauren Adams,
Jason Lee
After the success of his first film,

Clerks, and then the disappointing
Mallrats, Kevin Smith's Chasing
Amy proves to be a refreshing, insightful movie which fans of his will

applaud. It tells the story of Holden
(Affleck), who along with his best
bud Banky (Lee), produce a popular
comic book called Bluntman and
Chronic. At one of their comic book
conventions, Holden meets a lovely
young lass named Alyssa, whom he
is immediately smitten with. Little
does he know that she is a lesbian.
And so the story grows, as does
Holden and Alyssa's friendship which
later turns into love. Banky begins to
feel jealous and tries to destroy
Holden's dream-girl image of Alyssa
by telling him shocking sex stories
about her high school days. After
confronting Alyssa and finding out
the stories are true, Holden must face
a serious problem. Will he break up
with his true love because of her

past?
This movie is common of Smith's
because it is full of witty and funny
dialogue. In one scene Banky and
Alyssa swap stories of injuries gained
during sexual encounters.
In another scene Holden meets
with two guys we recognize as Jay
(Jason Newes) and Silent Bob (Kevin
Smith) who have appeared in Smith's
past films. These two losers are as
hilarious as ever. We even hear Silent
Bob tell a touching story to Holden
urging him to stay with Alyssa.
Through Silent Bob's story, we get
the true meaning of the title, Chasing
Amy. It is everyone search for true
love— for some of us it. sees no
gender and for others it is neverending.
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Trial details events leading up to bombing
AP - Backed by two huge photos
of the Oklahoma City federal building -before and after the bombing - a
prosecutor told jurors in closing arguments Monday that Terry Nichols
all but abandoned his family, took up
with Timothy McVeigh and set out
on a "road to destruction."
That road was illustrated in court
with a picture of a two-lane blacktop
marked with signs detailing each step
the Army buddies allegedly took before the blast: hiding behind aliases,
renting storage sheds, collecting
bomb components and finally building the bomb that took 168 lives.
"A t each stop along the road, Terry
Nichols made a cice, a choice to
participate in the plot to bomb and
kill," said prosecutor Beth Wilkinson.
But Nichols' attorneys contended
the government's case is "woefully
lacking," and they attacked everything from the FBI's handling of evidence to the testimony of star prosecution witness Michael Fortier.
"The Marine Corps builds men.
The FBI builds witnesses," said lead

defense attorney Michael Tigar, recalling that Fortier initially lied to
FBI agents, but changed his mind and
implicated both McVeigh and
Nichols.
Tigar said Fortier's testimony was
"bought and paid for," reminding jurors that Fortier testified under an
agreement in which he may get a
reduction in a sentence after pleading
guilty to lying to the FBI and failing
to warn authorities of the bomb plot.
"The government has skimmed
over a lot of holes in the case and
asked you to speculate," added
Nichols attorney Ron Woods. "It's
woefully lacking."
The defense began its argument
late Monday afternoon, and was to
finish Tuesday.
Wilkinson assailed the defense's
case, challenging testimony about
others who may have been involved
in the bombing as "Elvis sightings,"
and pointing out that Nichols did not
have an alibi for the day when the two
men allegedly built the bomb inside a
Ryder truck.

ing blew up but helped build the
bomb and arrange McVeigh's getaway.
Using the 8-by-4-foot poster board
showing the before-and-after photos
and the road connecting them, Ms.
Wilkinson for three hours traced the
movements of Nichols and McVeigh
in the seven months leading up to the
bombing. During that period, Mrs.
Nichols and the couple's daughter
returned to her native Philippines.
Mocking the defense mantra that
Nichols was at home "building a life,
not a bomb," Ms. Wilkinson said:
"He, wasn't building a life, he was
building a bomb and he was building
an alibi."
She said in late September 1994,
Nichols quit his job at a Marion,
Kan., farm and, using the alias "Mike
Havens," purchased two tons of explosive ammonium nitrate fertilizer
from a Kansas co-op over the next
month. .
Nichols also helped McVeigh steal
explosives from a rock quarry and
lent McVeigh his pickup to help carry

racing fuel, Ms. Wilkinson said.
After acquiring the components,
Nichols robbed Arkansas gun collector Roger Moore on Nov. 5, 1994, to
get spending money for himself and
his partner, Ms. Wilkinson said.
FBI agents later found items stolen from Moore, a drill traced to the
quarry burglary and plastic barrels
similar to those used in the bombing
in Nichols' house, Ms. Wilkinson
said.
Along the way, the two men used
aliases and conversed mostly through
a telephone calling card that Nichols
purchased in the name of Daryl
Bridges.
Three days before the bombing,
Nichols lied to his family, telling
them he was going to Omaha, Neb.,
to pick up McVeigh, Ms. Wilkinson
said. But phone records show the two
met in the area and ferried McVeigh's
getaway car to Oklahoma City.
The prosecutor said: "These two
men were together from the beginning to the end."
But over and over again, Tigar

AP- When George Hudson's family-owned travel agency was robbed
last year, he counted himself lucky
because the thieves left behind cash
and computers, taking only blank airThe companies submitted tests of line tickets.
nicotine levels in their products that
Nine months later, that robbery
suggested that smokers are generally put him out of business.
inhaling more nicotine than indicated
Hudson reported the theft to the
by Federal Trade Commission tests. police, the airlines and the FBI, but
However, tobacco companies all the major carriers started billing
complained that the Massachusetts him for stolen tickets they had actests required smoking machines to cepted for travel. Within months, his
puff longer and more frequently than bill had grown to about $1.5 million.
the FTC tests.
"I'm embarrassed," said Hudson,
"I would say the results you're whose agency is in suburban
going to get are pretty much deter- Elmwood Park. "It looks like we are
mined by the test you require to be criminals. We've been in business 30
conducted," said tobacco attorney years."
David Remes.
Hudson got no help from his inThe tobacco industry said it pre- surance company, which argued the
ferred the tobacco ingredient disclo- thieves took only blank tickets that
sure requirements under the nation- were worthless at the time of the
wide tobacco settlement announced theft.
in June. That settlement is pending in
Hudson's experience is not an isoCongress.
lated case. During the first nine
"Our problem is having 50 differ- months of this year, 128 travel agents
ent tests in 50 different states," Remes across the country reported ticket
said. "We just don't think it's the best thefts to Airline Reporting Corp., an
public policy because we think conArlington, Va., company that issues
sumers should have this information
the blank tickets for 144 airlines.
on a uniform national basis.
An organized gang of about 50
people appears to be targeting Illinois, according to Gary Yallelus, a
Welcome
Miami detective who began investigating the theft ring after the 1994
to
arrest of a suspect.
Winona

Within hours of a theft, the tickets
are sent to Los Angeles, where they
are turned into official-looking tickets on computers and distributed on
the black market in the United States
and overseas _ some to drug dealers,
illegal immigrants and possible terroWts, Yallelus said.
''T-there is a real big safety issue,"
he said. "A lot of people using them
are using false identification. Airlines don't know who is on their
flights."
Rep. Harris Fawell, R-Ill., has requested a congressional hearing on
the possible threat to air safety. "I fly
the skies an awful lot, and I would
like to think that the person sitting
next to me was a legitimate passenger," he said.
This year, airlines have reported
$3.1 million in losses from stolen
tickets that later were accepted for
travel.
Travel agents have had to eat millions more. Over a two-week period
last year, 19 Chicago-area travel agencies were robbed. At least three now
are out of business, said Barbara Pisa,
a Naperville travel agent who has
been working to get the airlines to
screen for stolen tickets before accepting them for travel.
The sales agreements between airlines and travel agents specifically
state that the agents are responsible
for ensuring that blank tickets are

"Terry Nichols chose to quit his
job, send his wife and child halfway
around the world and joined up with
Timothy McVeigh," Ms. Wilkinson
said. "The avalanche of evidence is a
mountain of proof that Terry Nichols
can't dispute."
Nichols, 42, who could get the
death penalty if convicted of murder
and conspiracy, stared straight ahead
at jurors. He gulped and swallowed
hard when Ms. Wilkinson said that
Nichols intended for there to be
"death, destruction and c haos on April
19, 1995, and there was."
About two dozen bombing victims were seated in the rows behind
Nichols, along with his parents, two
of his siblings and his wife, Marife.
Prosecutors contend Nichols and
McVeigh decided to bomb the federal building to avenge the April 19,
1993, government raid at the Branch
Davidian compound near Waco,
Texas, which left about 80 people
dead.
They say Nichols was not actually
in Oklahoma City the day the build-

tried to remind jurors that the
government's case is not what it
seems. He accused the FBI of mishandling evidence, calling into question the Ryder truck panel that contained embedded ammonium nitrate
crystals to the drill bits found at
Nichols' house that purportedly link
him to the quarry robbery.
As for the day before the bombing, when prosecutors allege
McVeigh and Nichols built the bomb
at a Kansas lake, Woods recalled that
one prosecution witness placed a
Ryder truck there but changed his
description of an accompanying truck
from a gray pickup to a dark GMC
truck that resembled Nichols' vehicle.
Woods asked, "That's their proof?
You don't convict somebody on proof
like that. You certainly don't execute
anybody on proof like that."
U.S. District Judge Richard
Matsch warned Woods that it was not
the time to start talking about penalty
issues.

Liggett Group disclbses Blank plane tickets stolen
cigarette ingredients
AP- The Liggett Group broke as evidence against its competitors.
ranks with the tobacco industry again
Two weeks ago, Liggett said it
Monday, becoming the first cigarette had started placing ingredient lists on
maker to comply with a state law its products. LeBow said the inforrequiring companies to disclose the mation submitted Monday was more
ingredients of tobacco products.
detailed. The state health department
Despite a federal injunction last didn't immediately release the inforweek delaying implementation of the mation.
law, the head of Liggett hand-delivA first-in-the-nation law passed
ered lists of cigarette ingredients to last year in Massachusetts required
acting Gov. Paul Cellucci.
makers of cigarettes, snuff and chew"We're very proud to have stepped ing tobacco to submit lists of their
forward," said Benneu LeBow, chair- ingredients to the state.
man of the Miami-based Brooke
But tobacco companies, arguing
Group Ltd., Liggett's parent. "People they were being forced to disclose
have a right to know what's in their trade secrets, fought the law in court.
cigarettes."
A federal judge ruled last week that
The ingredient information is valu- the companies didn't have to comply
able to the company, LeBow said, by the Monday deadline.
but "I think the issue of public health
"The companies have taken the
is much more valuable to everyone." position that their trade secrets are
Liggett Group Inc. _ maker of private property and cannot be disL&M, Eve, Lark and Chesterfield closed for competitive reasons," said
cigarettes _ is th smallest of the industry spokesman Scott Williams.
major cigarette mMc. ers. In March,
Also Monday, the tobacco comthe company settled lawsuits with panies complied with a second part
states suing the industry, turning over of the disclosure law, left untouched
thousands of secret documents to use by the judge's ruling.

Man convicted of
kidnapping fetus
Same man acquitted on abduction
and murder charges of mother
TUSCALOOSA; Ala. (AP) _ A
jury acquitted a man Monday of abducting and murdering a pregnant
17-year-old but convicted him of kidnapping for cutting the fetus from her
belly.
Frederick Polion testified that he
threw a sealed trash can down the
side of a mountain at the request of
his girlfriend, Felecia Scott, but he
denied killing the teen-ager or knowing her body was inside the container.
Ms. Scott is awaiting trial on murder charges in the shooting last year
of Carethia Curry and the kidnapping
of her baby, now a 19-month-old girl
living with her father.
Prosecutors said Polion, 37, and
Ms. Scott, 30, killed Miss Curry together and performed a crude
Caesarean section, slitting her from
breastbone to pubic bone, with a bisecting second cut, to remove her
full-term fetus.
Ms. Scott, who is unable to bear
children, had befriended Miss Curry
during her pregnancy.
Polion told the jury he knew nothing of the crime and believed Ms.

Scott when she brought him an infant
and said it was their own.
Polion faced the death penalty on
the murder charge. He faces a sentence of 10 years to life on the kidnapping charge. He is scheduled for
sentencing on Jan. 23.
Miss Curry was last seen with Ms.
Scott as they left to get a pizza. Her
body was found six weeks later. She
was shot twice in the head, said a
coroner, Dr. Robert Brissie. Miss
Curry's heart was still beating when
the fetus was removed, he testified.
Traces of Miss Curry's blood were
found in Polion's car, police said.
Polion disposed of garbage bags containing, among other things, a pamphlet showing a diagram of a C-section that matched the incisions on
Miss Curry's body, investigators said.
In suburban Chicago, three people
face the death penalty on charges of
shooting a woman in the head and
cutting open her belly to take her fullterm fetus for one of them to raise as
her own. The woman's son and daughter were also killed. The baby survived and is being cared for by relatives.

secured.
But travel agents argue that the
airlines could easily screen for stolen
tickets before they allow passengers
to board.
All blank tickets issued by ARC
have control numbers on them. ARC
circulates the numbers of all stolen
tickets to participating airlines, but
carriers rarely perform more than an
occasional computer check when tickets are presented, ARC president
James Manning said.
"The bottom line is they can't
check all those tickets," he said.
"There is a lot of pressure on those
people to load those planes and get
them out in a timely way."
But even if the airlines checked
only first- and business-class tickets,
90 percent of the people traveling on
stolen tickets would be caught,
Yallelus said.
Pisa said many stolen tickets look
suspicious at just a glance. She said a
Damascus, Ore., travel agency was
charged $46,480 for an American
Airlines international ticket that was
supposedly paid for in cash.
"I have never in 25 years of business had anyone dump $46,000 in
cash on my desk," Pisa said.
The agency was held liable for the
face value of that ticket and others,
going out of business after the bill
approached $1 million.
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1997: It's finally frickin' over!

Dave
Adams
Columnist
The end is near.
1997 is coming to a close. In a
mere two weeks we can all turn our
heads and wave good-bye to the year
campaign fundraising hearings became the number one show on CSpan, the year John Denver finally
achieved the ultimate Rocky Mountain High— death, and the year David
Hasselhoff announced he was finally
leaving his watch — h isBaywatch —
to fulfill his destiny as a painfully
uncreative, Vegas-style entertainer in
Germany.
Just think, not long ago, good old
Dave was sporting some of the finest
leather Members Only jackets money
could buy, busting criminals, and driving around in a bad-ass TransAm
named K.I.T.T. Those were the days.
He was a superpimp.
Let us bow our heads in remembrance of Mitch the lifeguard. You'll
be missed you crazy, kooky, lanky,
babe magnet. Sorry Baywatch Nights
didn't pan out in the ratings. Maybe
Europe will pick it up?
I can see it now! In the European
TV guide, listed right between
Ireland's Funniest Terrorist Bloopers at 7:00 and the We' re Better Than
Everybody show, live from France at
9:00, like a shining beacon, like a
drink of water in the Sahara, it's
Baywatch Nights on the Riviera.
"Meetch, look out fohr ze man
beehind you! He haz a beeg gun!
Duck Meetch, duck!"
I can't wait to travel abroad.
Back to the topic at hand, this year
has been a really interesting, frustrating, and annoying year. The whole 12
months seemed to have been filled
with nothing but Jerry Springer sponsored boxing matches, politicians
pointing fingers at the president, TV
shows about angels, babies found in
dumpsters, Spice Girls, Hanson,
Chumbawumba, Puff Daddy, Green
Bay Packers sh*t everywhere, more
commercials on MTV than music videos, Martha Stewart, bombers (uni
and Oklahoma City), malfunctioning
space stations, heroin, and last but not
least, 70s retro.
But wait, there's more! I would
kick myself in the ass if I left out the
one thing we as WSUers witnessed
constantly in 1997: Winona State administration bending students over,
doing the deed, then claiming they're
not screwing us, they're just providing a new service for the students.
You think I'm kidding? I am not
kidding. There are things I have witnessed and heard about that exemplify the administration's insensitivity to the needs of students, and their
irresponsibility in dealing with student concerns.
You may be saying to yourself,
"Dave, why do you always talk about
the bad things that happen on campus?" Well, it's because the good
things always get press. The bad things
get swept under various administrative rugs around campus. Someone
has to shake out that rug once in a
while or the dirt begins to pile up,
making an ugly lump under the rug.
In order to understand the actions

of the administration, (which is like
trying to backstroke through Jell-o)
you have to understand that they believe they're doing things which will
benefit the students. The problem is
instead of asking students what we
would benefit from, they'reithag us
what we would benefit from. This
form of leadership smells a little too
much like totalitarianism to me. Of
course, no one at WSU in any position of power could possibly be capable of that kind of complex, intellectual planning. It's more an accidental by-product of megalomania
Anyway, here's a short] ist of some
things the administration has done to
give students the shaft in 1997.

Parking
Anyone who drives to campus
knows there is a serious deficiency in
the number of on-campus parking
spaces. But there's more to it than
that.
At the end of last year, parking
services sold parking permits for the
purple lot, which is now a hole in the
ground, and neglected to inform the
people buying purple lot permi is those
spaces wouldn't be there in six
months. More money for WS U, fewer
parking spaces for the students.
They also oversold purple lot
spaces by 50 percent, as compared to
10 percent for the gold and red lots.
This overselling, combined with the
drastically reduced number of purple
lot spaces and the strict refund policy
means WSU takes in a lot of money
from people who may never get their
$90 worth in parking space this year.
It is true that there is no guaranteed
availability of parking spaces at any
of the lots, but when there are virtually no spaces available because of
construction and irresponsible decisions, there is a real problem that
needs to be addressed.
In response, the parking office
converted a lot on the other side of the
tracks by the football field into a
purple lot. A nice Band-Aid for a
wound that needs stitches.
Then, to counter their generous
solution across the tracks, they converted a large portion of the remaining purple lot spaces behind Minne to
gold lot parking spaces. Once again,
fewer parking spaces for purple lot
permit holders. Now all those people
who paid for purple permits and have
to park on the street, sometimes a
block or two away, are essentially
paying to park on city streets. Does
anyone see what's wrong with this?

Laptop U
If you don't want a laptop computer, too bad. You'll get one next fall
whether you like it or not, and you'll
have to pay for it.
That's the plan right now. You
will have no choice once this plan
comes to fruition, unless these laptop
forums this week actually did something to change the administration's
mind. Wait, what am I talking about?!
The administration hasn't listened to
student concerns since WSU became
autonomous. Sorry. You're still
screwed. Didn't mean to get your
hopes up.

Campus autonomy
Maybe I should take a moment to
explain. Last year, WSU became a
test pilot for state mandate reductions. What that means is WSU
doesn't have to ask for morn's permission before it blows all its allowance at the candy store. We don't
have to ask the state for permission
before we make changes or spend
money. I believe this has been the
source of all the problems at WSU

since September 1996.
Darrell Krueger, and all the other
people who huddle under the administration umbrella have been going on
a murderous spree, so to speak, with
the freedom the autonomy has given
them.
Look around you. Streets running
through campus have been, or will be,
paved over and turned into grassy
knolls creating a nice, natural environment which eliminates very necessary parking spaces.
Also, WSU is one of a handful of
colleges or universities not using the
phone registration system for signing
up for classes. The system, a more
efficient form of registration, could
offer more benefits for students than
closing off streets and laying down
sod ever will. But it is put on the back
burner every year because the phone
lines can't handle the traffic. An odd
excuse considering the "laptop u"
plans would involve glutting the phone
lines more than they already are. Once
again, administration plans override
student needs.

More autonomy
Last quarter, President Krueger
gave John Ferden, former director of
housing, a new job. He is now Director of Auxiliary Enterprises, which
means he oversees student housing
and the student union. Along with the
job he got a big, new office, some
really neat paint and carpet to spruce
it up, and a nice wood door. It's nice.
It looks comfortable. Go check it out.
It's down by the union desk and the
TV lounge.
Meanwhile, as Mr. Ferden was
moving into his spacious new office
last quarter, some Prentiss-Lucas residents were crammed into painfully
uncomfortable living quarters like sardines. These unlucky residents had
enough room to roll over in their beds
and not much more.
The blame for the extreme overcrowding was eventually tossed between housing and admissions. Personally, I think the buck got passed on
this one — like a Brett Favre game
ball.
Along with all of this, Kryzsko and
the student union are in the middle of
"downsizing" staff. It's too early to
tell what this means exactly, but some
people who work in Kryzsko are afraid
of losing their jobs. You can tell who
these people are, they 're the ones looking over their shoulders, hoping the ax
doesn't fall on them.
,r40,
There are and have been many more
problems with WSU: sky high Smaug
prices, professors (former and current) and administrators with sexual
harassment claims or charges against
them, an upper level administrator
with no college degree, an lower level
administrator with a criminal record,
forcing resignations and suspending
employees based on what I believe are
shoddy, incomplete investigations,
etc., etc. This year has been no exception to the rule by any means. But this
is the first year I have been really
aware that this school's perfect image
is only perfect because the administration has a team of make-up artists
on stand-by, ready to cover any pox or
pimple which pops up.
I know this started as a year end
wrap-up and turned into a diatribe
about the things wrong with WSU,
but thanks for stickin' with me.
As 1997 comes to a close I will
celebrate it's demise by toasting to the
clean slate which is 1998, and hope
that maybe someday this place will be
the shining palace it claims to be.

Chris Drago, Managing Editor
Jeff Kocur, News Editor
Michelle Wolf, News Editor
Anna L. Derocher, Sports Editor
Emery Skolfield, Sports Editor
Todd Martin. Photo Editor

The Johnson Chronicles
Lawrence Lyman
Columnist
As I prepared to write my first
column this fall, I held a brainstorming session at that most gourmet of
eating establishments, the Hearty
Helping , located in Kwik Trip. In
attendance were a couple of friends, a
bag of Urge popcorn (cheddar cheese
flavor), a bag of orange juice, and
many sticks of jerky.
On all of our minds was what the
topic of my premiere column should
be. We decided to keep a list of all
that we collectively hated.
I vowed that I would someday print
that list, to share with others how the
minds of sick geniuses work.
I also could not think of a topic this
week, and happened to run across the
list by chance in an old notebook.
Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah, Happy New Year, and Happy
any other holidays I missed. I know
I'm missing some big ones, and I
apologize in advance. Without further ado, this week's little piece of
hate.
My Christmas wish list.
Dear Santa,
Please rid the world of the following people I could do without:
People who...
...lie.
...catch me lying.
...talk too much.
...are English majors or professors
and cannot spell.
...don't move to the right lane when
turning right.
...cut in line at registration.
...yell at me for cutting in line at
registration.
...work for an administration that
is demanding laptops yet defends our
barbaric registration system.
...are Green Bay Packer fans. It's
not that tough to wear green and gold
on Monday after they won. Why
don't they show some balls and try
wearing the colors on a Saturday before a playoff game.
...think they are the best.
...think they are better than me.
...don't know the cardinal directions (N, S, E, W).
...attend St. Mary's for four years
and never leave "the hill".
...attend St. Mary's and come into
town to mingle with the common folk.
...drive in the left lane when not

passing.
...live with a baseball hat on, especially an Abercrombie and Fitch hat.
...use Macintosh.
...hype movies that suck, especially the ones who said that Fifth
Element kicked ass. Hell has a special place for them.
...are in charge at TCI Cable of
Winona. They removed the channel
that carried back to back episodes of
the Simpsons and replaced it with the
Church channel. We also lack Comedy Central and the funniest show on
TV, South Park.
...don't turn off their blinkers, or
don't use them when they should, or
use the wrong one.
...have cars that smell funny.
...come from towns so small they
consider Winona "the city".
...come from Chicagoland and
consider it the only city.
...are landlords of college housing
in Winona. Those Grinchy slumlords deserve double coal in their
dirty little stockings.
...ask you "How's it going?" as a
greeting and don't wait for an answer.
...respond, "Not bad," when asked,
"What's up?"
...respond, "Not much," when
asked, "How's it going?"
...piss me off.
...have more than one pair of tennis shoes or hiking boots valued at
more than 100 dollars.

ass, and that Wallace Hartley and the
Titanics are going to go far.
...pushed for Title IX, or those whc
think it's a good idea.
...think the in-town speed limit is
25 mph like "back home". It's 30
here.
...are assholes and treat their girlfriends like a festering bucket of hamster vomit.
...are dumb enough to date an
asshole who treats them like a festering bucket of hamster vomit.
...work at Videoland. Santa, I actually talked to one who had never seen
Star Wars, but was watching Sister
Act 2- Back in the Habit and enjoy ing
it. Blockbuster cannot arrive in Winona too soon.
...forget that the music of the eighties included not only new wave ar
one-hit wonders, but also metal
(Megadeth), hard rock (.38 Special)
top 40 (Michael Jackson), and rar
(Run D.M.C.).
I could also do without girls witt
eyebrow rings and wool sweaters
Ewoks, Mr. Bean, Matchbox 20 any
their fans, any movie trying to tap intc
the feel of Generation X, and any TN/
that has no on-unit controls, thereby
making the remote a necessity.
As far as things I would like addec
to my world this Christmas, there'!
not much. Lower auto insurance rate;
would be good. Being accepted to the
University of Wisconsin would be nice
An army of the undead whose sole

...carry their cafeteria ice cream

purpose is to do my bidding is always

an option. Or maybe just make my life
cones around campus, to class, etc.
...raise their hand in class, are a little easier. Make the people I knom
called on, and just paraphrase what a little smarter, a little less worthy o
the professors just said. Also known ridicule, or at least give them a sense
of humor.
as kissasses or brownnosers.
Oh, yeah—give me some nevi
...are professors and fall for it.
...check for the Hallmark symbol. clothes. Some khakis, maybe a woo
...say, "What's up, guy?" because sweater or two. Toss in a hemp neck
lace for good measure.
they don't remember your name.
Thanks, Santa. With the exceptioi
...still want their MTV.
of
occasionally
drinking to excess an
...have ever been a cast member
a
few
times
when
I pissed off some
on "The Real World."
...are involved in any way with the people who needed to be pissed off
WSU registration process, including little bit, I think I've been a pretty goo(
boy all year.
those in front of me in line.
Love always,
...are townies, but pretend they
Lawrence Lyman (the kid who lef
aren't.
...use the MTV lounge in Kryzsko you Oreos and spiked egg nog ter
to feed their "Days of Our Lives" years ago)
P.S. The clothes I asked for were
habit.
...are in bands that play at Rascal's. joke. I hope you have a sense of
...think the bands at Rascal's kick humor, Santa.
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Nurse Notes
By Tammy Tainter
Senior Nursing Student
It's the holiday time of year again! For
most of us this means family, friends, gifts,
memories...and more food. It seems like
yesterday you were loosening your belt from
Thanksgiving dinner, and now you're
faced with Mom's homecooked meals for another
two weeks, featuring a
Christmas dinner
feast, stocking
treats and
Grandma's
fruitcake to boot.
How can one possibly
refuse you of the most traditional
parts of celebrating the holidays—
food?
Don't despair! You don't have to
lock yourself in your room to save
yourself from indulgence and from
adding a larger wardrobe to your
Christmas wish list. Here's a few
simple reminders to keep you and your
family healthy during the holiday season
• Don't deny yourself the treats
you've been enjoying for years. You'll
just become frustrated and over-indulge
later. Use your sense of moderation; one
or two Christmas cookies aren't going to
add an inch to your hips, but a dozen a
day will do some damage!
• Take advantage of all the fun activities during the holidays and all the fun people
there are to do them with. Each day plan
something that will keep you busy and away
from the kitchen. Check out the local ski
•

slopes; organize an ice skating party with old
friends; go sledding with younger brothers,
sisters, nieces, nephews and cousins and
investigate cross-country ski rental places.
Get your family moving. Help you mom keep
the house clean—housework is exercise! The
more people you involve, the more motivated
you will be.
• Bring home some healthy
recipes to make for your
family. Most holiday
foods are traditionally
rich, but they don't
have to be.
Politely ask
Grandma to
substitute applesauce or
prune puree for vegetable oil in
her recipes—it's delicious! Get
involved in food preparation so you
know what is going into that dinner
you're eating. Make a dish of your
own that is low-fat so that you have
at least one healthy food choice.
• Don't wait until New Year's Day
to start a healthy diet and exercise. It
will be much more difficult to lose the
bad habits you've been practicing over
break. Begin a healthy lifestyle NOW!
If you need help, contact the Health
Services office on campus at 457-5160.
• Take the initiative to start a new
tradition in your family's holiday.
Healthy food choices and exercise may
receive varied responses at first, but your
family will thank you in the long run. Good
health is the most important gift you can give
your loved ones.

If an orange is orange, why
isn't a lime called a green
or a lemon called a yellow?

Wilderness Woman contest
not typical beauty pageant
AP- She's faster than a team of
dogs. More powerful than a charging
moose. Able to kill a ptarmigan with
a single shot.
By day, she's a scientist with a
degree in environmental health. On
evenings and weekends, she's a water-hauling, wood-splitting, skijoring
cabin-dweller who lives in the hills
of Ester.
Sound an Alaskan version of Superwoman? Close. Call her Wilderness Woman.
Meet Hillary Schaefer, reigning
wilderness queen. Last weekend, she
earned that title after she outshot,
outfished and outhauled other contestants in the Wilderness Woman
contest hosted by the Talkeetna Bachelor Society.
OK, so maybe she's speedier than
sled dogs only when she's on a
snowmachine. And sure, the charging moose was just a bachelor in a
furry disguise. Yes, it's also true that
the three ptarmigan Schaefer blasted
with a pellet gun were "cleverly camouflaged as balloons," in the words
of contest organizers.
But the Wilderness Woman title is
not something to scoff at. The competition involves a rigorous series of
tasks designed to test a woman's
mettle. Along with the Talkeetna
bachelor auction, the event originally
was planned to lure women to that
part of Alaska _ women who could
handle the rugged lifestyle.
The contest has evolved since then.
For one thing, said Schaefer, women
no longer gut real ptarmigan because
of the liability of giving someone a
sharp instrument and telling them to
hurry _ particularly if they aren't
experienced with knives. And the
Talkeetna Bachelor Society now
plans the event as a fund-raiser for a

-

nearby women's resource center and
for local families.
But the winter festival still has a
reputation for being a wildly fun
weekend, so Schaefer headed to
Talkeetna last weekend with her boyfriend, Richard Music, and a good
friend, Frank Therrell.
Both men were slated for the auction block, and Schaefer, encouraged
by Therrell, signed up for the Wilderness Woman contest. "I think he had
an idea in his head a long time ago....
But he wanted me to be up here on my
own a couple years," she said of the
man she jokingly called coach.
The competition certainly drew a
hardier pool of contestants than, say,
a Miss America pageant. Schaefer
showed up for the event wearing
bunny boots, Carhartt outerwear over
an army-green G.I. Jane tank top
sporting the slogan "Failure is not an
option," and a bear-claw pendant
given to her by the person who killed
the burly beast, someone Schaefer
described as being a true wilderness
woman.
"I wore it for the strength that she
represents," she said.
Schaefer, 26, has carved a niche
for herself a long way from the world
where she grew up. Her family lives
in southern California; her sister is a
model in Los Angeles. A one-time
vegetarian, Schaefer first came to
Alaska five years ago, working as a
waitress and bartender at the Golden
Eagle during the summer and returning to Colorado State University for
college in the winter.
Now she lives in a cabin without
plumbing, has two dogs and, if the
weather cooperates, likes to ride a
snowmachine to work. S tanding at 5foot-10, she complains that this
Alaska lifestyle has over-buffed the

muscles in her shoulders and upper
arms, but she obviously is in the kind
of shape it takes to win the Wilderness Woman contest.
Schaefer said there probably are a
lot of women statewide who live a
harsher lifestyle than she does.
"They'd probably take one look at
me and say, 'You're a wus."'
Still, she proved tough enough to
finish the Wilderness Woman contest in under seven minutes.
In the first event, competitors
sprinted 100 yards down Main Street
with empty buckets, exchanged them
for two other five-gallon buckets twothirds filled with water, and raced
back. For every inch spilled, judges
added 10 second to a runners' time.
The top five contestants, weeded out
from the original 11, would advance
to the next two rounds of competition.
"Oh my god, 100 yards _ it looked
so far," Schaefer said with her big
grin and effusive laugh.
But thanks to training sessions
hauling full buckets up and down her
snowy road and steep driveway, she
didn't spill any water.
On to the next event: fixing and
delivering lunch to a man who was
lounging about watching TV _ apparently deemed by the Talkeetna
Bachelor Society as an important skill
for a wilderness woman.
"You had to run across Main Str.-c:
and make a sandwich, and you
couldn't forget anything, and open a
beer and serve it to a bachelor _
basically throw it at him," Schaefer
said. "I didn't want to get points off
for spilling his beer, but the sandwich
went everywhere."
Even if its remnants were salvageSee Woman, page 6

Deep Thoughts...
Why are there
Braille signs on
drive-up ATM's?
Why do you need a
driver's license to buy
liquor when you can't
drink and drive?

Not entering one.

His goals go beyond Friday night blowouts. Which means if he drinks, he does
so responsibly. And that's what BACCHUS is all about. Students helping students
pursue healthy, responsible lifestyles. As a proud supporter of this organization,
Discover Card celebrates all students making their own healthy statements
Tte NOVUS Sgv ■

.

Go to www bacchusgamma org for more information or
www discovercard com/student to apply for a card.
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Lands of Lore 2 disappoints RPG fans
By Matt Del Vecchio
Technology Writer
Westwood Studios has a
pretty damn good track record,
quite a few of their role-playing and adventure games are
among the best. Favorites are
the Eye of the Beholder RPG
series and the Kyrandia adventure games, all of which represented hours of enjoyable game
playing. Then what happened
with this one? Perhaps it was
trying to be too much all at
once. Lands of Lore 2, selfdescribed as "The best game in
the world" by its design team,
classifies itself as "Role-Playing/Adventure." Unfortunately, it is too clumsy to be an
adventure game and too basic
to be arole-playing game. Then
what is it? 4 CD-ROMs of disappointment.

Story
In this sequel the player takes
on the role of Luther, son of the
sorceress/villain from the first
game. Luther is cursed—he
transforms from man to beast
or lizard, depending on how a
mysterious magic decides to
mess with his day. In the beginning cutscene, we see how this
transformation takes place as
Luther breaks out of the tower
that had imprisoned him. He
then seeks the sanctuary and
advice of the Draracle, a mystic god with a vision for the
future and willingness to helps
travelers with terrible curses
they wish to rid themselves of
(played by "The Kurgen" of
Highlander fame). From there

your quest as Luther takes you
across continents, and 4 CDROMS full of cutscenes and
full motion video (FMV).
Mechanics/Graphics

This is the most lacking aspect of LOL2. The back of the
box reads, "animated 3-D high
resolution graphics perfected
after years in development."
Not exactly. Even with the
graphic settings cranked to the
highest, the entire game is
muddy and chunky. The game
uses a first-person shooter engine, similar to Doom-clones.
However it is not a true 3D
engine, like those used for
Quake or Jedi Knight. Instead
it is bitmapped, which results
in graphics that may look nice
from a distance, but look flat
and 2-dimensional close up. A
six-foot boulder simply looks
like a nicely painted cardboard
cutout, with only the same side
viewable from any angle.
After initial moments of frustration and feeling limited in
the view mode, I found it was
possible to turn on a "mouse
view" which allows one to look
up and down and all around
with the mouse. I happily turned
it on. Big mistake. This "3D"
game engine is disappointing
by itself, and control over it
with a mouse proved no better;
it just became harder to control. I felt the most aggravation
while attempting to move a box
or object; the view mode would
suddenly switch to a hypersensitive mouse view, and become
completely uncontrollable.
As I mentioned, the graphics

are extremely pixelated: the ter creation. There is no initial
closer you move to an object or input by the player on what the
monster, the chunkier and less character is like. No stats, no
realistic it looks. The lighting proficiencies, no skills (alsuffers from some problems, though a magic or combat promost noticeable in the begin- ficiency may develop in time).
ning jungle levels where ev- Another disappointment is the
erything is artificially bright.
dialogue; the player is not involved in discussions whatsoCons
ever. No conversation trees, no
Lands of Lore 2 bears a strik- mood or behavior options,
ing resemblance to an enjoy- nothing. Just another sit-backable game that came out last and-watch-it-happen video seyear, Anvil of Dawn—and for quence.
most games that would be a
The game features dozens of
"Pro." It has the same gameplay voice actors and video seperspective combined with quences. Some are done with
identical status boxes, combat cutscenes, while others take
buttons, character portrait/in- place within actual gameplay.
ventory, and even onscreen cir- The acting was typical of comcular "orbs" which represent puter games—cheesy. Luther's
spells. Except LOL2 doesn't constant use of the word "Oh"
do them well enough to pull it sounded more like a Homer
off. The inventory is unsatisfy- Simpson "Doh." All the actors
ing for SVGA; the entire char- I ran into had exorbitant cosacter interface is fuzzy and lack- tumes or personalities, but
ing detail. Many times the items never pulled them off convincand weapons were mushy- ingly. Instead they come off
looking and difficult to recog- shallow and seemingly innize (but to the game's credit, it tended for a young audience.
does have a nice voice-narrator One conversation was with a
feature which identifies an item woman wearing a light cotton
when the mouse is left on it for dress and slippers while standa moment). Skill with a sword ing on burning hot magma. It
or magic is represented not with just isn't believable.
numbers or stats, but with a
blocky bar next to a sword icon
Pros
or magic icon.
The game does have some of
The automap was poorly the best cutscenes I have seen.
done. For SVGA it is very thick, This is Westwood's forte; they
there are no keystrokes for can render mind-blowing
zoom in/out and player move- graphics, usually doing away
ment is not possible.
with the need for actors or stanAs a role-playing game, this dard FMV. (Keep your eyes
game has almost none of the open for a review of their upfamiliar traits a fan expects, coming Blade Runner, which
especially in the line of charac- features an entire cast of corn-

puter rendered cutscenes.) The
teasers for the game display
most of the best scenes and
they are beautiful. It struck me
that an entire feature film done
in this rendered fantasy world
would be a work of artistic
grace and creative intrigue. Or
even a Saturday morning cartoon, imagine the possibilities.
But no mater how pretty LOL2
is, it's not enough to justify
blowing the 40 bucks.
A lot of thought was put into
the "world" in which the player
explores. There is a history,
several different cultures, and
a story. And although the attempts to make the main character witty usually prevented
me from suspending my disbelief, I got the occasional
chuckle. For instance, while
operating an elevating stone
platform Luther begins to
whistle, as if riding an elevator.
Players will not lack for
things to do in LOR2. The
gameworld is huge, and there
are dozens of quests, puzzles
and tasks to complete; this
game will take a lot of time to
finish. Too bad so much of it is
due to inadequate gameplay
and mechanics.

Summary
Only starving RPG fans will
get much out of this one, excepting novice garners. Those
who are looking for meatier
gameplay will probably be disappointed. Save up for Fallout
or Might & Magic VI, instead.

Woman
Continued from page 5
able, the sandwich wouldn't be appetizing, Schaefer said. Because the
mustard was frozen, she took the top
off the bottle. 'This big blob of mustard came out on the sandwich ...
definitely not edible."
With lunch delivered, Schaefer
rushed to a plastic sled hitched onto
an idling snowmachine. After loading five pieces of wood onto the sled,
she drove around a looped course and
dropped them on a bonfire.
For the third and most grueling
event, contestants donned snowshoes
one at a time and used a triple-hook
salmon snag to catch foam fish from
a "fishing hole" drawn onto the road.
After dropping the fish in a backpack, it was off to the ptarmigan
shooting range, where the women
had to hit three balloons with a pellet
gun.
Competitors then ran to a culvert,
removed their snowshoes and crawled
with them through a culvert whereupon they were confronted by a remarkably human-looking moose.
After issuing a loud cry of fear, they
dove back into the culvert, crawled
back through, climbed a nearby ladder, rang a bell, descended the ladder,
grabbed a paintball gun and shot it
until hitting the rampant moose-suited
bachelor, then returned the gun.
Crawling back through the tunnel
and grabbing back up their belongings, the wilderness women finally
could cross the finish line.
Back in her cabin this weekend,
Schaefer showed a photo from that
final moment that told the story: It
showed the Carhartt-bundled
Schaefer laying in a heap with her
snowshoes and backpack.
"I just kind of dove across the
finish line because I was so tired, the
boots were so heavy," she said. "It
was short, but it was intense while it
was going on."
The winner wasn't announced
until the bachelor auction later that
evening.
"I didn't think I'd win," she said,
pointing out that a couple of the
women she was up against are experienced mountaineers and another was
the two-time defending Wilderness
Woman champion.

•
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ORIENTATION LEADERS

Tr(zoiz

■ Work with 20-30 incoming first year
students.
■ Help first year students learn about
campus life, current issues, and
expectations.
■ Introduce students to campus
resources.
■ Help students get to know each other!
■ Must be available August 18-22, 1998.

For Christmas,
buy a toy for a
girl or boy
(age 5).

Application Deadline: Thursday, January 15!
• •

55 Leaders will be selected
Minimum Cumulative GPA of 2.5
is required
Applications available in Phelps 129
LEADERS WILL RECEIVE A $100 BOOK
SCHOLARSHIP

Thcz Givin

• e

People that are interested should
take the wrapped gift to the
education office
(Gildemeister Hall) by
Fri., Dec. 19th. There are
boy & girl name tags
available at the office.

Contact Kelli for questions:
452-7994
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Warriors
confine
Huskies
by Mike Kaebisch
Sports Reporter

The WSU men's basketball team
accomplished something on Saturday
evening that they have not been able
to do in 18 years, defeat St. Cloud
State University.
The Warriors' 77-64 nonconference victory over St. Cloud marked
the end of the 18-year deficit, but the
win did not come easy.
WSU looked a little shaky in the
early going and spotted the Huskies a
12-7 lead after the first five minutes.
But the Warriors sprang to life and
cut the Huskies' lead to 1 on a Kyle
Schlaak layup which forced the Huskies into a timeout.
Coming out of the timeout both
teams traded baskets until Saint Cloud
nailed four consecutive 3-point baskets and jumped ahead 30-23.
Warrior coach Les Wothke managed to rally his team, and the Warriors grabbed their first lead of the
game with 4:05 remaining in the first
half off a Lance Meincke jumper.
Meincke's bucket sent WSU to
intermission with a five-point advantage.
When the second half began, the
Warriors picked up where they left
off, holding the Huskies scoreless for
the first 4:05, accumulating a 47-37
-' But that lead was short-lived when
Ned Wrightson buried two 3-pointers
followed by a Sean Whitlock three,
allowing the Huskies to reclaim a
50-49 lead.
Again both teams then traded buckets before the Warriors jumped back

From the stands

Heisman
selection
ludicrous
Emery
Skolfield
Sports Editor

Warriors 77, Huskies 64
ST. CLOUD STATE (64)
Pelowski 3-5 1-1 7, Jacobson 28 0-0 5, Hinzman 2-7 5-6 9,
Whitlock 3-13 6-8 13, Bishop 2-5
0-0 4, Dix 2-10 2-2 7, Marson 0-0
0-00, Wrightson 6-15 2-2 19, Wade
0-00-00, Schmidt 0-00-00, Nelson
0-0 0-0 0. Totals 20-63 16-19 64.
WINONA STATE (77)
Beal 3-9 2-3 8, Tripp 4-7 1-2 9,
Treptow 4-6 2-4 10, Lyons 1-5 3-4
5, Meincke 3-7 1-2 9, Albrecht 0-0
0-00, Schlaak 9-15 4-622, Hronski
4-13 0-2 9, Abbott 2-2 1-2. Totals
30-64 14-25 77.
Halftime-Winona State 42, St.
Cloud State 37. 3-point goals-St.
Cloud State 8-31 (Pelowski 0-1,
Jacobson 1-1, Whitlock 1-8, Dix
1-4, Wrightson 5-14), Winona State
3-15 (Tripp 0-1, Lyons 0-2,
Meincke 2-4, Schlaak 0-1, Hronski
1-7). Fouled out-Hinzman. Rebounds-St. Cloud State 39
(Hinzman 8), Winona State 45
(Beal 10). Assists-St. Cloud State
14 (Whitlock 8), Winona State 19
(Lyons 6). Total fouls-St. Cloud
State 19. Winona State 15.

ahead 53-52.
Then WSU showed something it
had not yet shown this season, a sense
,
zy.mrCre--- - -

The Warriors used an air-tight team
defense which held the Huskies scoreless for 5:22 while the Warrior offense, led by standout freshman
Schlaak and junior Justin Treptow,
See Warrior men, page 9

Todd Martin/Photo Editor

Winona State's Lance Meincke (44) soars over Nathan Pelowski (40) and Todd Bishop in
Saturday night's 77-64 Warrior win. Meincke finished the night with nine points and four
rebounds.

WSU pair receives All-America notice
Hutchinson, Walch
pick up high honor
Winona State University cornerback Jamey Hutchinson, whose interception total led all NCAA Division
II athletes, was selected Thursday to
the 1997 Associated Press Little All, America football first team.
Running back Travis Walch, an
Elgin, Minn., native was named to the

second team as an all-purpose back.
Hutchinson, who played his prep
football at Chippewa Falls (Wis.) High
School, snared 11 interceptions,and
his 125 INT return yards set a WSU
record.
"He's uncanny in his anticipation
abilities," Warrior offensive coordinator Myron Smith said of
Hutchinson, a junior. " I feel sorry for
the other teams that didn't know just
how good he was."

Walch, who started out at WSU as
a defensive back, finished his career
with 42 touchdowns and 1,643 yards
rushing.
Walch, an elementary education
major, was recently named to the '97
GTE Academic All-America team.
Earlier, he was labeled as the NSIC
Offensive MVP. Hutchinson was an
All-NSIC pick.
Walch also racked up 974 career
receiving yards and 669 on kickoff

returns. In '96 Walch played a backup
role to last year's conference MVP
Matt Brandt.
Both players finished with a 9-2
record and an NSIC championship.
Watch has small aspirations to play
at the next level.
"If anyone wants to pay me to play
anything, I'll do it," Walch said.
Smith, who utilized Walch's crisp
cuts to put up monstrous offensive
numbers, thinks Walch has somewhat

of a shot at the pros.
"I would say he is about as close to
Barry Sanders as you can get, - Smith
said.
Hutchinson, meanwhile, has another season to play. October 25, in
his best collegiate game, he recorded
three interceptions and one fumble
recovery, that he returned 42 yards.
The 5-8, 185-pound corner will lead
the Warrior defensive attack next season.

Cold-shooting Warrior women
disposed of by Mankato State
•

by Michael Sigrist
Sports Reprter
The Winona State women's basketball team is on
something - a losing streak. It's just not something
familiar to the Warriors this season. Tuesday night the
Warriors hosted the Mavericks of Mankato State and
were handed a 63-40 loss at McCown Gymnasium.
"I have to credit them. They played good, quick
defense," WSU coach Terri Sheridan said.
But the Warriors didn't give themselves any chance
of winning, hitting only 16 percent of their shots in the
game and turning the ball over 21 times.
After losing a heartbreaker to St. Cloud at the Target
Center Dec. 5, the Warriors hoped to come out firing on
all cylinders.
They didn't. Arrant passes, which led to 11 first-half
turnovers, and the inability to sink shots plagued the
Warriors' first half, and later cost them the game.
But after a first half that was seemingly dominated by
the Mavericks (7-0), namely sophomore Brenda
Stachowski, who buried 11 points, Winona found itself
trailing 27-25.
"We didn't come out (in the second half) ready to
play," Sheridan said.

The Mavericks, on the other hand, made a conscious
effort to pick it up on defense, and it showed as they forced
10 turnovers and made an effort to keep pressure on every
Warrior possession.
"Our defense has been steady, and in the second half we
stepped it up a little," MSU coach Paula Buscher said.
That quick and aggressive Maverick defense forced the
Warriors into a dismal second-half shooting slump, in
which nothing seemed to roll, bounce or fall their way.
They sank a frigid 18 percent of their shots from the floor
and sank just one 3-point attempt.
"We miss Katie (Sandre, out with a stress fracture) a
bit," Sheridan said."She runs our offense, runs a ballgame
and settles us in."
Turning in decent performances for the Warriors were
Lesley Miller with 12 points and seven rebounds, Heather
Livingstone with nine points and Jeanelle Soland, who
scored five points and hit two free throws, her 15th and 16th
consecutive connections from the charity stripe.
Leading the Mavericks were sophomores Stachowski
and Angie Swanson, who nailed 19 and seven points,
respectively. Junior Bridget Setter threw in 11 points,
pulled down four boards and disbursed three assists.
The Warriors travel to Wayne State Saturday (1 p.m.).

•

Since the 1997-98 college
football season started in late
August, Tennessee quarterback
Peyton Manning has been a
shoo-in pick for the Heisman
Trophy.
His NFL frame, better-thanaverage arm and his smiley face
gave most members of the
media no reason to mention
anyone else as a front-runner
for college football's most
heralded award.
All along, I disagreed with
the notion. Manning has failed
to impress me in the half-dozen
games I've seen him play, while
a few other guys have simply
awed me.
Most sportswriters and
analysts argued, however, that
the son of college and NFL star
Archie Manning did nothing to
fall out of his throne as the
finest player on the college
gridiron. The 6-foot-5 QB
passed for 3,819 yards and 36
touchdowns.
So, along with many other
football fans, I just accepted the
inevitable Manning crowning.
In the few weeks prior to
Saturday's selection at New
York's DowntOwn Athletic
Club, a new name came to the
forefront - Michigan
cornerback Charles Woodson.
The hype suddenly thrust
upon Woodson was perhaps
more ridiculous than the
spotlight previously shone on
Manning. It's common knowledge, had he entered the NFL
draft a year ago, Manning
would have been the top pick.
Anyone in that situation should
be the early favorite.
Sure Woodson's name was
mentioned prior to the season.
A feature appeared in Sports
Illustrated' s '97 college football
preview, telling of Woodson's
all-around talent.
But still Manning's name
and face dominated most preseason guides.
I agree with those who say it
is unfair no defensive player has
ever won the Heisman.
Pittsburgh's defensive star
Hugh Green finished second in
1980. That's a crime. But
Woodson, although chosen as
college's best defensive player,
was not.. Ohio State Linebacker
Andy Katzenmoyer takes the
cake there.
I side with the argument that
quarterbacks, running backs and
wide receivers should not be
chosen simply because the
Heisman has been an offensivedominated award. But, at the
same time, voters should be in
no rush to select a defensive
player. The award should go to
the top college football player
in the country, period.
A common comeback is that
Woodson is a standout in all
aspects of the game. He lined
up on both sides of the ball, and
played special teams. He
compiled 42 tackles, one sack,
seven interceptions, 11 receptions, and four touchdowns one on a 78-yard punt return in
the Wolverines' 20-14 win over
Ohio State. Those are, unquestionably, admirable all-around
numbers. But I saw him get

Jackie Jedynak/statt photographer

Winona State forward Amanda Brown (31) fights for a rebound
with a Mankato State player Dec. 9 at McCown Gymnasium.
WSU lost 63-40."

See Skolfied, page 8
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UW-L Eagles fly past
Warrior men 59-57

Women's box from Tues. night
Mavericks 63, Warriors 40
MANKATO STATE (63)
Stachowski 9-11 1-2 19, Anderson 2-7 0-0 4, Hintgen 4-1,02-2 11,
Swanson 3-6 0-0 7, Setter 4-11 00 11, Lee 0-0 0-0 0, Sloane 3-9 00 7, Lutgen 0-3 0-0 0, Kuhl 0-1 22 2, Sartor 1-5 0-0 2. Totals 26-63
5-6 63.
WINONA STATE (40)
lsham 1-5 2-3 4, Soland 1-9 22 5, Miller 5-8 2-4 12, Livingstone
3-6 2-2 9, Brunner 0-6 0-0 0,
Santelli 0-0 0-0 0, Thomforde 1-2
0-0 2, VVitberler 0-2 0-0 0, Raether
0-3 0-0 0, Zemke 1-2 0-0 2, Brown
0-1 2-2 2, Egner 0-0 0-0 0,
Granquist 2-7 0-1 4, Brock 0-1 00 0, Eichman 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 1.452 10-14 40.
Halftime-Mankato State 27,
Winona State 25. 3-point goalsMankato State 6-19 (Hintgen 1-4,
Swanson 1-3, Setter 3-6, Sloane I 5, Kuhl 0-1), Winona State 2-7
(Soland 1-5, Livingstone 1-2).
Fouled out-Anderson. Rebounds-Mankato State 42 (Sartor
9), Winona State 37 (Miller 7).
Assists-Mankato State 14
(Swanson 4), Winona State-8
(Soland 3). Total fouls-Mankato
State 16, Winona State 11.

Meincke records 21 points, five rebounds in losing cause
by Mike Kaebisch
Sports Reporter
The University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse came into McCown Gymnasium last Wednesday evening and
wanted to establish their outside game
early against Winona State University.
Well, they more than established
their outside game while pushing the
Warriors under the .500 mark in a
crushing 59-57 loss.
The Eagles came out on fire from
the field hitting 16 of their 26 shots in
the first half. The Eagles shot a unbelievable 9 of 10 from 3-point range led
by'Ryan Eklund, who hit all four of his
first half 3-point attempts while pacing La Crosse with 14 points in the
first 20 minutes.
The Warriors were equally as hot,
hitting 15 of 25 first half shots led by
Lance Meincke's nine points, all on
3-pointers.
But the Eagles led the Warriors at
the half 41-35.
Both teams started the second half
ice cold from the field not posting a
point on the scoreboard until Eklund
hit a layup for the Eagles and gave
them an eight-point advantage.
Lance Meinke brought WSU within
2 ipoints with his fourth three pointer

Eagles 59, Warriors 57
UW-LA CROSSE (59)
Eklund 7-10 1-4 19, Tracy 5-10 0-0 10, Daly 3-7 0-0 6, McCabe 4-8
1-2 11, Manchester 4-10 1-2 11, Dumme• 0-0 0-0 0, McGee 0-0 0-0 0,
Metcalf 1-1 0-0 2, Elshoff 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 24-46 2-6 59.
WINONA STATE (57)
Beal 3-6 2-2 8, Schlaak 3-3 0-0 7, Treptow 6-7 1-5 13, Karamovic 03 0-0 0, Meincke 7-15 2-3 21, Albrecht 0-4 0-0 0, Lyons 0-0 0-0 0,
Hronski 1-6 1-2 4, Tripp 2-4 0-0 4. Totals 22-48 6-12 57.
Halftime-UW-La Crosse 41, Winona State 35. 3-point goals-UWLa Crosse 9-15 (Eklund 4-5, McCabe 3-4, Manchester 2-6), Winona
State 7-23 (Schlaak 1-1, Karamovic 0-1, Meincke 5-12, Albrecht 0-3,
Hronski 1-5, Tripp 0-1). Fouled out-none. Rebounds-UW-La Crosse
21 (Tracy 9), Winona State 34 (Treptow, Hronski 6). Assists-UW-La
Cross 9 (McCabe 3), Winona State 16 (Beal, Albrecht 4). Total foulsUW-La Crosse 15, Winona State 10.

with 12:44 remaining in the game.
The Warriors got within a point of
the Eagles on two Meincke free throws
with 4:15 to play.
The Warriors tied the score at 57
on a Justin Treptow 3-point play with
40 seconds to play.
The Eagles then inbounded the
ball and played for the last shot holding the ball. Matt McCabe drove the
lane and was stripped of the ball by a
group of Warriors squirting the ball
out to Jay Daly, who forced up a
buzzer-beating prayer that was answered, giving the Eagles a 59-57

lead with six seconds to play.
The Warriors rushed the ball up
the court and got it to Mark Hronski,
who forced up a 30-foot, last-second
shot that fell off the front of the rim,
giving the visiting Eagles the narrow
victory.
"Sometimes you have to be lucky."
WSU coach Les Wothke said about
the Daly's shot.
The Warriors were led in defeat by
Lance Meincke who totaled 21 points
and five rebounds.
"We did everything but win."
Wothke added.

Holmgren
weighs
options

SI honors former UNC coach
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) FOrmer North Carolina basketball
coach Dean Smith, who became college basketball's all-time winningest
coach in 1997 and then retired six
months later, will be named SportsMan of the Year by Sports Illustrated.
The magazine has called a Tues-

day afternoon news conference at the
Smith Center to make the announcement, said SI spokesman Art Berke.
Smith, 66, who retired Oct. 9 with
879 wins in 36 seasons at North
Carolina, will be the fifth coach to
receive the honor.
The other four coaches were Penn

GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) - Green
Bay Packers coach Mike Holmgren
has a hard decision about playoff
preparation going into Saturday's
regular-season finale. Should he rest
some key players?
"We're going to sit down and talk
about that when the time comes,"

State football coach Joe Paterno,
former UCLA basketball coach John
Wooden, Olympic hockey coach Herb
Brooks and former Miami Dolphins
football coach Don Shula.
Shula won the award in 1993 when
he became pro football's all-time
winningest coach.

1-inlm crren cairi nft,

Todd Martin/Photo Editor

The Warriors' Justin Treptow (33) shoots over UW-La Crosse
defenders Wednesday. He finished the game with 13 points and
six rebounds in WSU's 59-57 loss at McCown Gymnasium.

DELTA SIGMA
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SIDT M1DM IMUTIMill1031 CODMitiltt

Travis (Senior V-P) 453-9265
or
Jodi (President) 454-6497
"America's Foremost Fraternity For Men & Women
Pursing Careers In Business"

Skolfield
Continued from page 7
burned too many times to praise
him as many of my fellow media
members have by ludicrously
handing Woodson the honor. Need
proof? Watch the Michigan game
vs. Northwestern, in which a
nobody, Wildcat receiver Brian
Musso, lost him on four occasions.
If it's well-rounded statistics that
are so important, where is Tim
Dwight's name? The Iowa do-it-all
receiver finished seventh. But why?
Dwight averaged nearly 20 yards
per punt return, caught a load of
passes, ran the ball and even played
a little defense. One game the 5-9
speedster passed for, ran for, and
caught a touchdown.
I'm not trying to say Dwight
should have won, I have my pick.
But, in my albeit meaningless and
irrelevent opinion, the top player
settled for third in the voting.
Who would that be? Washington
State's Ryan Leaf. The kid is the
finest NFL prospect in the college
ranks. He's got a body that would
make most tight ends jealous. Not
to mention his 3,637 yards passing,
33 TDs and No. 2 rating among D-I
collegians in passing efficiency
(Manning was 14th in that category).
An annually-uttered question of
voters (any one of the 1,972,282 of
them) is, "Did the candidate lead his
team to a respectable record?"
Leaf did. The Cougars (10-1) are
headed to the Rose Bowl for a clash
with Woodson's Michigan - the
nation's top-ranked team at 11 0.
Speaking of successful teams,
what about 12-0 Nebraska? The
Cornhuskers have a couple of
-

players on the offensive side of the
ball who are deserving of Heisman
mention - neither of which
mustered a single vote. Running
back Ahman Green was second in
the nation in rushing with 156.42
yards per contest. Texas back Ricky
Williams led the nation, but placed
fifth in the Heisman running.
Nebraska Quarterback Scott Frost
passed for over 1,000 yards and
rushed for more than 1,000 - the
12th player in history to do so.
Personally, from what I've seen,
I would sooner take Frost than
Manning in a backyard pick-up
game. I can see how some would
choose Manning out of pity for his
looks. Forget his passing numbers.
His abnormally large forehead the biggest in Division I-A history
- deserves some respect.
Another name added to the mix
is UCLA quarterback Cade
McNown, who put on a clinic in an
early-season matchup with
Manning's Volunteers, passing for
422 yards. The lefty was tops in the
country in passing efficiency
(168.6), while firing 22 scoring
strikes.
So, after all this rambling, how
do I think the list should have
panned out? Well, here you go: 1.
Leaf; 2. Green; 3. Marshall
University's Randy Moss, who
snared a NCAA Div. I record 25
TD passes; 4. Dwight; 5. McNown;
6. Woodson; 7. Frost; 8. Manning.
Tune in to ABC New Year's Day
(5 p.m.) , where Leaf will humiliate
Woodson and Michigan at the Rose
Bowl in Pasadena, Cal.

win over Carolina. "I don't want to
lose momentum. I really don't. And
I've never been in a situation before
where I even had a choice."
The Packers (12-3) earned a firstround bye in the NFL playoffs as NFC
Central Division champs. This
Saturday's game with Buffalo at
Lambeau Field won't affect home
field advantage for the NFC championship game Jan. 11, should Green
Bay make it that far.
San Francisco (13-2) settled that
issue by beating Denver 34-17 Monday, giving the 49ers the home field
for the conference title game if they
aren't knocked out of the playoffs
before then.
"I told the team I don't care about
San Francisco," Holmgren said.
"That's out of my control. That's out
of the team's control. We just have to
play the best we can and what happens with the other games, that's what
happens."
A year ago in the playoffs, the
Packers defeated San Francisco and
Carolina at Lambeau Field to earn a
trip to the Super Bowl. The Packers,
who have won 25 straight on their
home field, have never lost a playoff
game in Green Bay.
Defensive tackle Gilbert Brown,
who missed Sunday's game with an
ankle injury, and defensive end Reggie
White, who has played part time with
a back injury, are two players who
could be rested against Buffalo (6-9).
Running back Dorsey Levens
played just three quarters in the easy
win over Carolina, and quarterback
Brett Favre was benched late in the
game.
"We're progressing week by week,
and the good thing about it is we've
got backups coming in and playing
pretty decent," White said. "So if we
can keep that up and keep rotating
guys, I think it's an excellent situation
going into the playoffs."
Last year, Denver coasted into the
playoffs after clinching the AFC's
best record with three games to play,
rested some players and lost its win- .
ning edge - and its first playoff game
to Jacksonville.
•
Some Packers don't want to risk
the momentum they have of winning
nine of the past 10 games.
"It's a physical game, but you can't
rest on your laurels and worry that
you don't want to get anybody hurt,"
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/Varrior of the week...

Make it three in
a row for WSU

Ann Zemke: Keep
gross in pocket

Warrior women fall to D-III powerhouse

y Anna L. Derocher
;ports Editor

by Brad Thede
Sports Reporter

Before basketball games, leave Ann Zemke alone.
While she is listening to her music, it's really best to keep your distance.
Although her teammates don't always seem to get the hint.
Lesley Miller and Jeanelle Soland like to terrorize Zemke by taking two
ngers and making the cross symbol as they pass by.
Angie Granquist calls her music satanic-after all Zemke does listen to
rodigy's new CD "Fat of the Land" before every game. Don't forget
?lashing Pumpkins and Alice in Chains as well.
"It ticks me off that my teammates don't understand," she said. "They
In tease me if they want, I'm still going to listen."
But the funny thing is that while she is studying, none of that
,lectronica" music is present, only classical music graces the room.
nyone up for the Shine soundtrack? The "Moonlight Sonata?" Zemke is.
"Music is very important to me," she said. "I fought with my roommates
)r extended cable because I wanted MTV."
Not only is Zemke obsessed with her music, she is also dedicated to the
Tinona State University women's basketball team.
"It has been difficult with the whole losing thing," Zemke said of her
am's previous seasons. "Basketball means so much to me. It's scaring me
'at I only have two years left, I've been playing since fourth grade."
The junior 6-foot post is referring to WSU's 5-22 record her freshman
:ason and last season's 9-27 record-she wants to finish this season .500
r better.
So far this season, the Warriors are looking at their best start in recent
ears at 6-4, with a three-game losing slump on their shoulders currently.
Zemke isn't worried about that streak so much.
I think we will take a lot of conference teams by surprise," she said. "It
ill be interesting to see how we'll do in conference."
With Zemke's 5.1 points-per-game average, she should be able to help
team. She has also averaged four boards a game, has a 45.7 percent
eld goal average, and shoots 70 percent from the charity stripe. She also
1 blocks on the season.
"I help contribute more because I'm playing more," Zemke said. "When
think of playing basketball, I think of being on the court. I want to help as
iuch as I can, and if that's on the bench, then so be it."
Being the first post off the bench her junior year is something the twome All-State athlete was used to at D.C. Everest High School as well.
"I want to be open minded," she said. "I told coach I was ready to help
it wherever I was needed."
More than anything, Zemke's basketball playing might be reflected in
mr choice of music-sometimes she's as graceful as classical music, and
)metimes she's a little more aggressive.
During one practice, she was given a "3" by Coach Nauman on her dive
ver the table on the sideline.
"We were going through offensive/defensive drills and I went after the
all," Zemke said. "The whole team got a thrill out of me being a klutz."
So, relate her playing to her music - aesthetic, yet wild.

MENOMONIE, Wis. - A lethal
combination of team speed and a suffocating full-court press was enough
to send the University of WisconsinStout women's basketball team to a
97-69 thumping of the Winona State
Thursday night.
The loss was the Warriors' third in
a row, which dropped their record to
6-4, while Stout improved to 6-0.
"This was by far the most disappointing game of the season," said
WSU coach Terri Sheridan. "In our
previous losses we've always found
something positive, showing improvement, to take from those games.
"That wasn't the case on Thursday
night."
The Blue Devils, a NCAA Division III Final Four participant last
year, pressed early and often setting
the tempo and forcing 29 Warrior
turnovers.
Winona State forward, Raegan
Isham, turned in a diamond-in-therough performance by scoring 12
points and hauling down 11 rebounds.
Jeanelle Soland poured in 15 points
to lead the Warriors but the combined
efforts of Soland and Isham were not
enough to counteract the performance

-

Blue Devils 97, Warriors 69
WINONA STATE (69)
Brunner 3-10 0-0 8, Soland 4-8 6-7 15, Livingstone 0-7 0-0 0, Isham 5-9 2-2
12, Santelli 0-1 0-0 0, Thomforde 1-2 0-0 2, Witberler 0-2 0-0 0, Raether 3-4 22 8, Zemke 1-34-4 6, Brown 1-5 0-0 2, Egner 0-0 4-6 4. Granquist 1-5 0-0 2, Brock
0-1 0-0 0, Eichman 1-2 0-0 2. Totals 24-66 18-24 69.

UVV-S TOUT (97)
Jackie Jedynak/stalf photographer

WSU's Ann Zemke (30) shoots over a MSU player Wednesday.

Varrior men
continued from page 7
ttled off 15 consecutive points and
1-n the smoke cleared, held a 66-52
zd.
The Warriors were not again chalved for the lead as the Huskies got
closer than 10 points and eventuly were overcome by the Warriors.
WSU was led by Schlaak who came
f the bench to tally 22 points and
yen rebounds, while Justin Treptow
intributed 10 points and eight reainds. Tommie Beal added eight
bounds and 10 points.
"Schlaak is playing really well for
,." Wothke said.
"He got some key rebounds and is

GOOD GRADES AWARDS
3 Game tokens for every "A"
1 Game token for every "B"
Check out our
new display of
pool and dart
supplies.
Many novelty
gift items for
the holidays.
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Winona State guard Mark Hronski (white) crosses over in the
lane past St. Cloud State defender Jon Hinzman (54).
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Berg 3-13 0-2 9, Rademacher 5-12 0-010, Mahone 8-11 0-016, R. Traynor 24 3-5 7, Minder 3-9 3-5 10, Purfeerst 1-3 0-0 2, Ustby 5-8 1-2 13, Wolfe 2-3 0-0
4, Anderson 3-7 0-0 7, Hooker 0-1 0-0 0, J. Tryanor 0-0 0-0 0, Walters 1-3 2-3 4,
Hautala 1-2 2-2 4, Johnson 2-5 1-1 5, Bresette 3-8 0-0 6. Totals 39-89 12-20 97.
Halftime-UW-Stout 46, Winona State 36.3-point goals-Winona State 3-10
(Brunner 2-3, Soland 1-3, Livingstone 0-2, Witberler 0-1. Granquist 0-1), UWStout 7-18 (Berg 3-9, Minder 1-1, Ustby 2-5, Anderson 1-2, Hooker 0-1). Fouled
out-none. Rebounds-Winona State 48 (Isham 11), UW-Stout 51 (Minder 7).
Assists-Winona State 7 (Livingstone, Isham 2), UW-Stout 18 (R. Traynor 5).
Total fouls-Winona State 18, UW-Stout 25.

NBA drops dunk contest

developing well."
The Warriors were also able to
keep the Huskies leading scorer Jon
Hinzman, who came into the game
averaging almost 22 points-per-game.
He scored justy nine points, before
fouling out with 48 seconds remaining in the game.
"We wanted to take Hinzman out
of the game and force the Huskies out
of the post." Wothke said.
With the win, the Warriors improved their record to 4-5 going into
tonight's game with the University of
Wisconsin-River Falls (7 p.m.) at
McCown Gymnasium.

Bring in your report card and receive up to 10 FREE tokens.

of Division I transfer, Bree Mahome,.
who lit up Johnson Fieldhouse with
16 points.
Mahome played for Kent State last
year while fellow Blue Devil Kim
Hautala played for Western Illinois.
The Warriors trailed at halftime
46-36 and were still in the ballgame
until Stout went on an 18-5 run that
put the game out of reach.
The run was highlighted by a sixpoint swing when Stout bumped the
lead from 13 points to 19 points by
forcing three Warrior turnovers in the ,
span of 10 seconds that resulted in
three Blue Devil layups.
Mahone led four UW-Stout players in double figures that included a
13-point performance.
Jessie Ustby chipped in 13 points,
and teammates Staci Rademacher and
Charysse Minder added 10 points
apiece.
"Stout is a very good team and we
knew it would be tough coming in
here," Sheridan said."But you can't'
turn the ball over like we did and still
expect to compete. They used their
size and speed very well to take advantage of the turnovers."
The Warrior women regroup and
take their show on the road when they
travel to Wayne State (1 p.m.)
Saturday.

NEW YORK (AP) - The slam
dunk contest is going the same way as
short shorts, the two-handed set shot
and Latrell Sprewell - out of the
league.
The NBA has decided to discard
the high-flying competition that once
was the highlight of All-Star Saturday.
It will be replaced by an event
called "2-ball" that will team one NBA
and one WNBA player from the same
city in a shooting contest in which
points are awarded for shots taken
from different spots on the court.
"It's a big change. The NBA slamdunk contest is kind of a tradition, but
it's been down in the past few years
and the competitors have not stepped
up," said Kobe Bryant, who won the
dunk contest last season in Cleveland.
All-Star Weekend is being held at
Madison Square Garden this season,
and there will be no chance for someone to leap into the national spotlight
the way Brent Barry did two years ago
or Spud Webb did more than a decade
ago.
Dunking, apparently, isn't what it
once was.
"For whatever reason, the competition has been down," Bryant said.
"So I think a little change right now
would be appropriate. But in a couple
of years, they'll probably go back to
it."
The NBA has been tinkering with
the dunk contest for the past couple of
years, changing the format in an effort to spice up a competition that has
not been as riveting as it was back in
the old days.
When Dominique Wilkins and
Michael Jordan engaged in their epic
dunk-off in 1985, the idea was rela-
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tively new. It had been copied from
the old ABA, a league that was a
trendsetter in terms of the 3-point
line, dancing girls and, of course, the
slam dunk contest at halftime of the
All-Star game.
The inaugural dunk contest was
held in 1976 at the ABA's All-Star
game in Denver and was called by
Sports Illustrated "the best halftime
innovation since the rest room." There
were five competitors in the first contest - Julius Erving, Larry Kenon,
Artis Gilmore, David Thompson and
George Gervin - and the top prize
was $1,000 and a stereo system.
Erving won it with a dunk in which
he leaped from the foul line a move
later copied by Michael Jordan and
Barry.
The contest lost some of its luster
over the years, even with the prize
money rising to $20,000, because of a
growing sentiment that all the great
dunks had been done.
"It was the same dunk over and
over," Charles Barkley said. "There's
really nothing else you could do. I
think some dunkers were really good,
but nobody got excited about it because they had seen it before. So it's
going to be good that they try something new."
Bryant, for one, doesn't agree.
"No, I know I haven't (run out of
creative dunks)," he said. "I've got a
lot of new dunks. I don't know if other
players have tried them. Maybe they
have, but I have a lot of patented
dunks in my mind."
The league plans to unveil it's "2ball" plans at a new conference
Wednesday, and no one at the league
office was willing to comment Monday on the demise of the dunk contest.
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157 Main Street
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Hospital Sterilization
Thousands of designs to choose from
or bring your own!
Body piercing full time!
Over 23 years of experience
Must be 18 yrs of age or parent present
*under new management*
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WHAT'S HOT/NOT
FOR X-MAS '97? WELL
TELL YOU!!
WHAT'S NOT
DRINK:

1 5 cliekeef +11 &Li

A-cd lc,

St4fporf

smokes 6 i Lds.

biA•foil 0155,uSte

cLicketi.

MUSIC:

WHAT'S HOT

eggnog

Yukon Jack

"Gloria" by Vivaldi

"Have a Funky X-mas" by the Ne
Kids On the Block

HOME DECOR: wreaths

poster of da '85 Bears

WAY TO DIE: suicide

being stabbed repeatedly with
pointy elf-shoe

LITERATURE:

The Night Before X-mas

ACTIVITIES:

caroling

RELIGIOUS
GROUPS:

The Amish

binge-drinking
The Druids

FOOTWEAR:

combat boots

FOOD:

ham/turkey

MOVIES:
RITUALS:

moon boots

(never hot)

\-Ire-e_
Sai SO.

Ler

"It's a Wonderful Life"

seasonal XXX

attending midnight mass

GIFTS:

gold, frankincense, myrrh

FOLIAGE:

pine/evergreen

re4t-f

SPA GrOjrCellS

smoking the festive
yule-pipe
an all-expense-paid
infection-inspection at
Semcac!
cannibus

(also green year-round)

ENTERTAINMENT: "The Nutcracker Suite"

a night at the 4-mile
or at Charlie's on
Chippendale night

ANIMAL:

goat-ass

reindeer
••• ••••0•0...

or clohictv)

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL ...

ALL QUOTE ARE
••

(always hot)

#3 at Hardees

mAkes
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The Erixia Gordonian

1-800-875-4525
SPRING BREAK '98

This was quite an exciting week in the quiz depot here at the ErIxla

Web site www.bianchi-rossi.com

Gordonian. "Why?", you ask. Because we actually provoked quiz responses from a
half-dozen eordonlaes. All of you non-responders should kneel down in awe
whenever you see any of these pseudo geniuses around campus or town. I'll be the
first to point out that this was by far our most difficult quiz (not to belittle previous
champions of knowledge) consisting of 75 total possible points.
I guess this lust
goes to show that you people won't lift a finger unless you're really challenged. OK,
we can accommodate that. On that note...I'd like to introduce our winners: coming
in third (out of 2 entries), with a nose-bleed score of 17, was the pugnacious pair of
Word On The Street rogues known only as..."The Kaiser"; A close, close second,
with a score of 48, is the tuberculosis twosome, Bern Walsh and John Mathis; and
finally, the champions of champions, the main chimichonges, the top eggplants, the
humungous humus, the fatty fatty veggie burritos
2 dollars bro. Or your extral,
the gigantic Q-tips, the file cabinets of useless information-the 'done well" duo,

r

Danielle Anderson and Matt Weida! Danielle and Mutt scored a whopping 54
for which they will be rewarded with a couple of the juiciest, tastiest gherkins ever to
grace the aisles of an ICA establishment, YUMMY. Remember, there are many
gherkins left in our pantry, gherkins for good, down home, god-fearin' folks like
yourselves. But they won't be here forever, so act fast. Act now. don't miss your
ship, 'cause once It's gone, it's gone man. And it ain't comin' back. Sorry.
Tangent-alert, tangent-alert. Before you go ahead and read the answers, I feel an
ethical obligation to each and every one of you to urge you all to watch any of these
movies that you have not seen; they are all classics in their own rights and they all
contain knowledge essential for a long, fruitful life. Until next time..."Ahoy paloir

1. Ty Webb played by Chevy Chase in Caddyshack.
2. Sgt. Stedenko, Stacy Keach, Cheech & Chong: Up in Smoke.
3. Henry Hill, Ray Liotta, Good Fellas.
4. Wooderson, Matthew MacConaughy, Dazed & Confused.
5. Dudley Dawson (Booger), Curtis Armstrong, Revenge of the Nerds.
6. Luke Skywalker, Mark Hammil, Return of the Jedi.
7. Charles Foster Kane, Orson Welles, Citizen Kane.
8. (cousin)Eddy, Randy Quaid, National Lampoons Vacation.
9. Ferris Bueller, Matthew Broderick, Ferris Bueller's Day Off.
10. Long Duck Dong, Gedde Watanabe, Sixteen Candles.
11. Doc Halliday, Val Kilmer, Tombstone.
12. Grandpa Joe, Jack Albertson, Willy Wonka & the Cocolate Facto.
13. Slyder, Rick Rossovich, Top Gun.
14. Curly, Curly Howard, The 3 Stooges "Dis-order in the Court".
15. Reg, John Cleese, Monty Python's "The Life of Brian".
16. Happy Gilmore, Adam Sandler, Happy Gilmore.
17. Frank Drebin, Leslie Neilson, Naked Gun.
18. Madeline Kahn, emperess, The History of the World Part 1.
19. Karen Boyer, Donna Dixon, Spies, Like Us.
20. Elwood Blues, Dan Akroyd, The Blues Brothers.
21. Lucky Day, Steve Martin, The Three Amigos.
22. Short Round, Ke Huy Quan, Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom.
23. Danny Torrence, ????(sorry, I didn't have time to go look it up), The Shining.
24. Travis, Robert Deniro, Taxi Driver.
25. Bill Murray, Bill Murray, Space Jam.

SPRING BREAK!

EXTRA INCOME FOR '97
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For details
- RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP 5 6547 N Academy
Blvd.Dept N Colorado Springs,
CO 80918.
NANNIES PLUS
The Elite Nanny Service Jobs
Available Nationwide--minimum one yr commitment.
1-800-752-0078

SPRING BREAK '98
Mazatlan with College Tours.
Airfare, 7 nights hotel, transfers, parties. For brochure or
earning FREE trip 1-800-3954896 (www.collegetours.com )

Eat n a free trip, money or
both. Mazatlan Express is
looking for students or organizations to sell our Spring
Break package to Mazatlan,
Mexico. (800) 366-4786

Outgoing individuals-sell 15 &
go FREE. Cancun, South
Padre, Mazatlan, Jamaica,
South Beach FL. Guaranteed
Best Prices 1-800-SURFS-UP
www.studentexpress.com

Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!! Absolute Best
SPRING BREAK Packages
available!! INDIVIDUALS, student ORGANIZATIONS, or
small GROUPS wanted!! Call
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013 or
http://www.icpt.com

**EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH**

CLASS TRAVEL needs students to promote Spring Break
1998! Sell 15 trips & travel
free! Highly motivated students can earn a free trip &
over $10,000!
Choose
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! North
America's largest student tour
operator! Call Now! 1-800838-6411
SPRING
BREAK
with
Mazatlan Express. From
$399. Air/7 nights hotel/free
nightly beer parties/$69 party
package/discounts. (800) 3664786. http://www.mazexp.com

Free Cash Grants!
College. Scholarship. Business.

Medical Bills. Never Repay.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.
G-8731.
Wels Campus Ministry. .
Come and enjoy Christian fellowship and spiritual growth.
Meetings and activities on
Tuesday nights. Bible studies
at Kryzsko Commons.
Activities on or off campus.
For more info call 452-8600.
Pastor Oliver Lindholm.

